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Mary Moore.
wisely provides a thicker and
rapid growth of tiair in the winter than
All my life-loug 1 had known Mary
in the summer; and the disposition of the hair
All my life had loved her.
n(*
Is now the “light of the world;” to assume a bristly appearance in cold weather, Moore.
were old
Our
mothers
is nature’s
tollnieal
obnoxious
however
tastes,
so
playmates aud first
enelieial. and yet becoming
fearfully
own adjustment of covering, to ward oil' dan- cousins
recollections arc of a boy, ia
My
live to lieu 1th and lilt*, that we cannot
ger from cold, and to keep healthy the pores a red (rook and morocco shoes, rocking a
j, i- h, u, r service to our readers, perhaps, of the skin.

faced

maiden of twenty, uot much changed
from tlie dear little sister I had loved so
I looked at her for a moment, and
well.
then stilling the tempest of my heart, by a
mighty effort, I opened my arms and said :
*•
Lizzie, dou’t you know me?”
oh, my brother Harry!” she
in
which
a
cradle
“Harry!
reposed
sunny haired,
Grooms may rub as much uud as often as
thiwiigli n brief article or two on this
a
That cried, and threw herself upon my breast.
they will, but they should not tiud an <xcuse blue eyed baby, not quite year old.
subject.
for laziness in heavy and close blanketing.
boy was myself—llarry Church ; that She wept as if her heart would break.
I in- name. “kerosene,” s guides nothing of
Blankets of coarse wool are the best, which blessed
I drew her gently inI could uot weep.
baby was Mary Moore.
..■if
being a fancy name given to a certain permit a free circulation of air, and, if liti d,
to the lighted parlor, and stood with her beI
Later
see
at
the
little
still,
myself
v ing principle found iu certain
coals, they should be lined with a porous cloth
fore them all.
Buffalo-robes, used for this purpose, are bad, school house, drawing my little chair up to
n rock-oil, or petroleum, dc., and applies
There was a rush and a cry ot joy, uud
if used at all, should be used in’f/i tin- hair the door that Mary might ride home. Many
and,
s-vc'id distim t articles, as benzine, naptha, side
down, by which means the vapor will be a beating have 1 gained on such occasions, then my father and mother sprung toward
|
[is sources are two-fold—petro- absorbed by the wool, and not field in close
for other boys besides me liked her, and me, and welcomed me home with heartfelt
11„-distillation of bituminous, or soft contact with Lhe sweltering skin of the animal, she 1
fear, was something of a flirt, even iu tears. Oh, how sweet the greeting to the
It is the poorest of all policies to secure a
her pinafore.
How elegantly she came way-worn traveler. And as I held my dear
skin at the expense of eonstitu
supple
sleek,
.11 j,
j. Dili,
-i, a rock, and oleum
and grasped iny
tionai vigor and native hardiness.
down
the
trippiug
steps wjieu I called her old mother to my heart,
Is a natural product, oozing
,,,.,ki,ii.
mime.
How sweetly her blue eyes looked father’s hand while Lizzie clung beside me,
HOI KK I'LAKTN IX H I.MKIl
surface, and flowing out With the
at me.
How gaily rang out her merry 1 felt that all was not yet lost, and although !
Koek-oil is not something
i,i
Nothing bHU'i bespeaks taste am! refine- laugh. No one but
sjniugs
Mary could ever bring another had secured life’s choicest blessiug
Herodotus ment, in' adds more to the cheerful aspect, ami
most people suppose.
her heart so soon to her lips.
1 followed many a joy remained for me in the dear
I-, ak~ ol a spring' of il in tlie Island of /.ante, therefore lo the happiness of home, than plants that
from my days of childhood till sanctuary of home.
laugh
and iiowers during the cheerless months ol I
v* it h
seats ago; and for what untold
There were four other inmates of the
grew an awkward, blushing youth 1 folOf such a home, how truly a great lowed it
winter.
i: flowed there tu-lore him, lies bethrough the heated uoon of mau- room, who had risen ou my suddeu cuOne was the blue eyed..child whom
1 firs is poet sung: “A lb mg of beauty is a joy for- liood—auil now when I lie frosts of
ml oe ion -i histoiy and tradition.
age are trauee.
Vet bow few homes are blest with
name of : ever,”
the
under
\;n
sviiicii,
iJiiny
silvering my hair, and many children climb I bad already seen, and who stood beside
made .Noah'S ark svatcr-pioof, saved j such tilings: partially because, with many, upon my knee aud call me “father,” 1 find Frank Chester,'clinging to his hand. Near
>,.
in,
among tlie bulrushes, built, with | taste does not un that way,—though it Is iu- that the memories of youth are yet strong, by stood Lizzie Moore, Mary’s eldest sister,
iinisl enduring cement, lilt walls of Baby- I loresting lo see how fast the circle ol flower- aud that, even iu gray hairs, 1 am follow- and in a distant corner, to which she had
hurriedly retreated, when my name was
uni iuimshed a great piophet of old with admirers is widening,—ami partly Irom want ing the music still.
When I was fifteen the first great sorrow spoken, stood a tall and slender figure, half
,.ii. Il
in
tlgure lorthe punishment of ol knowledge as to the proper plants for bouse
I was hidden by the heavy window curtains that
"the streams shall be lurued into culture, and a> to the best means of treating of my life came upon my heart.
n ad ,d.
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the land shall become
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buiuing pitch.

1 Sea owes its name to tbe fact’

vegetable,
iis waters,
highly charged are
f. tins pneb. or (rude petroleum,—the
ene presenting, for this reason, tlie
h

life, eifiici animal

"l

i,e

or

so

,i.
v.

i.-ss and God-forsaken aspect.
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liomaii writers,

id

l’iiuy,
pitch The

Tacitus and

of this age calls it coul tar.
general statement may assist 111

nt

i,i.

as

tlie Greek word for
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Iliis

and retaining these
substance exists

g

d,.s

i,

and ideas.

rluid and thin

a

when iu

naptha

1

•bii

names
in

a

much dens-

pen oleum: when much
-,i
peril, bitumen, coal tar, &c. ; when
die form of a black, brittle, solid mass, rei,-oil.

or

1

them.

sent to

school,

The former, the proper kinds lor parlor culture, the best soil for them, &c., are ideas now

Mary.

We

and

were

was

obliged

to

part with

not to see each other for

three long years.
This, to me, was like a
consider, and will be named sentence of death, for Mary was like life
But hearts are tough things
At present, how itself to me.
in their appropriate time.
after all.
shall those already in being be treated V
I left college iu all the flush aud vigor of
There are three positive things eveiy plain
nineteenth year.
1 had grown into a
my
; must have,
everywhere—requisite moisture,
slender stripling, with a very good
warmth and light,- as well as two negative tall,
opinion of myself, both iu general aud parthings—irecdom from dirt and iusecis.
ticular.
If I thought of Mary Moore it
The great trouble with buildings urtillcially
was to imagine how I could dazzle and beand
is
the
both
to
animal
lile,
warmed,
plant
wilder her with my good looks aud wonderFe r not only do
excessive dryness of the air.
ful mental attainments ; and never thinking
plants languish from tills cause, but much ol
she might dazzle me still more.
I was a
the sickness ot families,—headaches, catarrhknow ; but as youth and good
coxcomb,!
| al, pulmonary, &c., affections, arise largely looks have fled, 1 trust that I
may be befrom It.
Hence equally to both plants and perlieved wlieu I say that self-conceit has left
in the sickroom, night and
sons, especially
me also.
out o' season

to

d.iig partially burn! rosin, it is called asii in.
Hut they are all esscntiallay the same day, it is a condition of vital necessity that
All advantageous proposal was made me
,', -;ri:;c* s. ditiering only as to the proportion j rooms heated by close stov, s and furnaces at
that time, aud accepting it, 1 gave up all
: ini iilary
parts which compose them must have water ireely ami constantly evapo- idea of a profession, and
prepared to go to
In addition to this mode of India.
in them.
,i,st as the same letters, differently eom- I rating
B
Iu my hurried visit home oi two
I
watering the ioliage ot plants, every washday days, 1 saw nothing of
give many different words.
Mary Moore. She
Ai....11-g numerous ether places on the East- : carry them into the wash room, where the had
gone to a hoarding school at some disI’oiilin nt where petroleum is found iu : steam, vapor, and slops, will be a great blessing tance aud was not
expected home until the
iiiilalic. may im named Italy, Sicily, ou the j lo them. For our own plants, we have in use following
May. 1 uttered out a sigh to the
idols of tin- Caspian Sea, iu Burmah, Ac. a tin garden syringe, obtained in lioston—cost
memory of my little blue eyed playmate,
mid amid volcanoes il is found oozing from $1.25- which in five minutes will wash in every aud then called myself a man attain.
.i
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gioui.d, and
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lo
a

the

sea.

a

spring

direction

of it

This fact of

a

hundred

plants,

as

well

as

the

genIn ayear, I thought as tlie vehicle whirled
moving plants away from our do >r, in a
year, or three
ibis or any other purpose, or in admitting
years at the very most, I will return, aud if
for ventilation, care should be had not to
Mary is as pretty as she used to be, why,

ties! summer lain can do. Vet in

its

volcanoes, we think, clearly points I for
petroleum, and will be further ! air

of

expose them to a temperature much below the
they are accustomed to. In watering them

consider Unit branch

is eipl ill) erroneous, dso, to suppose the
,f : 11i- ,inieie for illuminating, and oth-

j

country and

i

ies above named

{

tlieu perhaps I will marry her.
And thus 1 settled the future of a young
at the roots some care is required; if too fitlady whom 1 had not seeu for years. 1
tie, they perish from drought; if too much, never thought of the possibility of her reRain
from drowning.
water, at summer fusing me—never dreamed that she would
warmth, just enough lo keep the earth fairly not condeseud to accept my otter.

ilios, |meposes for centu
ilie Caspian Sea, Is a large
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moist, is the true medium.
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sometimes of great

roots

purity,
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Vet

ly till I lie

fatal mistake

Hut now I know that, had Mary met me
plants w hose then, she would have despised me. Perhaps
pots, require vastly more iu the scented student she might have found

forgetting

a

that

d by means of artificial Wells, ! water—often ten times more—than those iiavin in dn-. foragis supplying Persia ing a good supply of earth, since in the former
the:e is nothing to retain the water ami keep
iw gii.n alioui with their only means
I,
.'"ilecli

plenty

ot

; hut as

for

1
sport
loving
!
should perhaps have found myself mistaken.
a
India was my salvation, not merely because
Little uni
; it from passing beyond their reach.
-oi itlciul liglii.
my laborious industry had counteracted the
evil iu my nature, aud has made me a better
history, miuiv and supply ol petroleum ; often here, is the true rule.
Next week we shall consider the requisite man.
When at the end ot three years I
:
uiiitiy are too well known to require
said nothing of the reformation of myself
lii a future article we shall consid- heat, light and cleanliness for house plants.
t-rn.il>n
which 1 knew hail taken place.
HOOK XOTll'EM.
Us nature, origin, uses, &c.
They loved me as 1 was, I murmured to
We have received Part V. ol' A Ui.ir.ii m
and they must find out for themiioibHcii
iimui rne
myself,
mi. Srniv os
Inskcis, and a Tkkatisk on
selves whether I am better worth loving
I
1!t
considerable1 experience with horses ! uio.sr. 1 NJt'uiocs and Bkxkviciai. tii Chops, !
than formerly.
..i
mon *liiin thirty years, especially in ser- bv S
A. Packard Jr. M. 1)., Salem, Mass.
I packed up many a token from that laud of
wbeie ‘aey must stand exposed to a cold ; Price 50 cents.
romance aud gold, for the friends I
had
in
the
ti greater than they find
stables, we
When, more and more, each year, produchoped to meet; the gift for Mary Moore, 1
t\. i-mg lif ii satisfied of the bad policy of
tion is being fearfully diminished, and the
selected with a beating heart. It was a l
ing
a blanketing, and of all means which keep
hearts of many cultivators are failing them, |
of virgin gold with my name and hers enn. too warm there, because, as with the hufor this reason, the world should hail this ex- |
inside—-that was all, aud yet tiie
Hi
uid -cl. it is these extremes which pro- cellent work as a benefactor, and one which for graved
:
of the little toy strangely thrilled me
sight
-•oid>, inflammations, atnl often death. It tlie. great merits both of the work and ot its
las I balanced it upon the tip of my finger.
a> if : man should wear his overcoat in the
author, deserves to lie extensively known and
To the eyes of others it was but a small
use by a tire, uud then, after brisk exercise
patronized. For we are happy to inform our plain circlet suggesting some
thoughts, peran itour or two, should stand as much
long- I readers that Dr. Packard is one of our Maine
haps by its elegance, of the beautiful white
»if .lours, during a cold winter’s
oi
day
young men —a son of that Nestor of classical hand that was to wear it.
Hut not to me—
I*t- :.'i merely his under clothes.
For the learning, Prof. Packard, of Bowdoin
College,— how much was embodied there—all these
i.st ! w years we have used no blanket* in tin
ami who, besides other rare advantages for ac- !
delight were hidden within that little riusr
ible except when the
Id was below zero am
quiring knowledge, has been, and is, perhaps, ! of gold.
e
ii, In quite cold weather, the horses cairn
a pupil oi the distinguished scientist,
a an, uearueu mm
Agassiz.
suu-urouzed, 1 knocked
tin -table in a heated condition; and so sat
The title of the work siilticiently indicates its at the door of
my father's house. The lights
aei >rv has it proved to us and to
many otii- nature and great value, yet it is proper to state in the parlor window and the hum of conwho have- tried it, that we would earnestly I that it is a
work, not, like many others ou the versation aud cheerful laughter showed me
Minuend it to the public.
lion. David Sears, same
subject, made up from slight observation that company was assembled there. I hoped
boston, who raises much horse stock, and ami the superficial skinnnings of oilier
publica- sister Lizzie would come to the door, and 1
> l'1 'ice
kinds, on his farm in Searsport, al- tions, but is a highly original and
elementary i might greet my family when no strange eye
eii

me,
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blanketing,

while his stables

work on

bi'-ak

which every scholar will

circulation.

physiological

in this

our

reasons.

see

that not

we

has upwards

knowing

have struck

the insects favorable, from
to us, like blind Sampson,

right

and

left,

as

often

destroy-

ing our friends us our enemies!
We shall
often have occasion to draw from this excellent
work.

inner

or true skin has a more
perfect
is move sensitive, and is tlie real
of the hair.
It varies in thickness in different
animals, and in different perils oi tlie same animal.
It is much thinner
and more sensitive in the
thorough-bred racer
Hutu 111 tin' ordinary cart horse.
On the inteI o' part ol the
thigh, the skin is thin; on the
exterior, much thicker. The hair, also, which
idistributed over the whole surface, varies iu
thickness and length, ns protection
against
old is more or less needed.
From all domestic animals in a
healthy state there is an exhalaUoii lroin the surface of the
skin, called iiiw/i.siWi hviutiuratiuH.
When tiiis excretion becomes sensible,
by active exertion or condition
ot tempera' uic, it is culled
sweat.
Both loi ills oi excretiou are
important to the
k '’al
mid
economy,
vary greatly with the state
ol the atmosphere,
activity of tbe digestive
organs, and quick or long-continued muscular
It is, if we may use the lan'Mi.V'e
exertion.
sort ol skin-brejUltiiuj, by menus of
which
I1 ul or
unnecessary matter is eliminated from
1 he
as
and
vitiated
carbonized
body, just
uir is
thrown oil by ilie lungs.
Thus, sometimes
dns cutaneous transpiration will have t ,e odor
h' urine; at other times
(after dozing,) it will
have the odor of sulphur.
This natural transpiration should neither he
becked nor should it be excessively provoked.
Heavy blanketing lu stables will very likely
make the hair lie .smoothly
(thus saving some
labor to ihe groom,) and make the skin
supple ;
but it will open the pores
unnaturally, and
make a delicate horse
sensitive
to
fearfully
sudden changes of temperature
n«‘

us

old acquaintance—the house fly—when vve
it.
For the mischief has been, hitherto,

those unfavorable

functions.

l

The number before

seen

engravings of insects, their eggs
and their young; so that, by such helps, it is
easy to know and identify any insect—the llessiau tty for example—that we meet, as to know

1

r

:

ganizutiou,
looting-place

Cold Comfort. A coi respondent of the
Boston Herald relates the following adventure, which he

pretends

ta iu this State

Oue of

occurred at

Augus-

:

royal good fellows, a few
evenings since, who loves strong potations
and who was stopping at one of our temperance hotels, was sadly iu want of an eyeSo emerging from his room, he
opener.
met a fellow boarder, to whom he had recently been introduced, and told him of his
our

i weakness.
Away they started. The desirable could be procured.
After meandering
about through the circuitous entries for a
length of time, they, tit length, stopped iu
| front
of oue of the chambers, aud
pushing
the door, the pair eutered
Hush!
open
|
Silence ! A big black trunk was opened,
a
corpulent bottle produced inscribed “old
1
fom." Next, tumblers for two. The bottle was elevated in mid-air.
A bright,
sparkling fluid descended. The glasses
were
raised, aud at the next moment there
were to be seen two
youug men iu the act
of a telescopic observation
“Cold water,
by thunder! I thought it was gin!’’ aud
the sold one darted out, aud the uext morn!

j

ing

our

population

was one

1 was

to possess, its

of;>00 life-like

The skin of one domestic, as of all vertebrates, consists of two distinct layers.
Tht
uur, or cuticle, is composed of layers of round
in
which
resides
Us,
the
/
coloring matter.
hough deprived of blood-vessels and nerves,
l!S ol|b*r skin
lias a true vitality, and its prop■

want

great popular and practical value will be

Professor Liautard, tin; veterinary
surgeon,
a- favored us
with some observations upon
csubject, which are of special importance
this season of the year.
He believes that very much harm is done
by
hrnctj f laiifaitiny, supporting this view by

■■'und

Entomology,

the science of insects;
a great wantof the world, not well
supplied till
now.
And while it is a highly scientific work

hill, and make no pretensions to
'a
rie- article below, from a recent No.
II
f'i and Home, contains so much sound
pay on this subject as to merit the wid•

less.

j

looking carelessly

But

no—a

mons.

They

on.

answered my summerry in the parlor
to heed the
long absent one who asked for
admittance.
A bitter thought like this
ran through
my mind as I heard the sound
from the parlor aud saw the half
suppressed
smile on the servant’s face.
I hesitated a moment before
making myself known or asking for auy of the
family.
Aud while I stood silent a
strange apparition grew up before me. From behind the
servant peered out a small
golden head, a
tiny delicate form followed, and a sweet
childish lace with blue eyes was little to
mind—sc like those of one who had
brightened my boy hood, that 1 started with it sudden feeling of pain.
“What is yout name, my
pretty?” 1
asked, while the wondering servant held
the door.
“
Mary Moore.”
“
And what else ?” I asked quickly.
She lifted her hands to shade her
eyes,
i had seen that very attitude in another in
my boyhood, many and many a time—and
answered in a sweet, birdlike voice :
li
Mary Moore Chester,” lisped the child.
My heart sunk down like load. Here
was an end to all the
bright dreams aud
hopes of my youth and manhood. Frank
Chester, my boyish rival, who often tried
in vain to usurp my place beside the girl,
had succeeded at last, aud had won her
This was the child—his
away from me.
child aud Mary’s.
servant

were too

hiding

school, but,
it—for which
reason I fear he can never become President of the United States.
It was rather
unfortunate, perhaps, that his first experience of school aud of snow fell togelher.
Temptation came to him iu the shape of a
sled, with red runners, aud he fell an easy
victim to it. So it was that about school-'
time he became subject to au accession of
headache, which made confinement impossible, but did uot at all interfere with his
going out to slide after au hour or two at
He had

strange

just begun

to go to

to say, did not

like

home.

One glorious morning, in particular, he
came

to his mother with a

ache—school

was

not to be

drefful” headof un-

thought

der such circumstances.

if you
said she,
bad headache you must stay at
home, but remember you must uot come
afterwards aud ask to go aud slide.”
Not a half hour afterwards up came Witlie—his “ drefful” headache all gone—with
his usual petition.
“
No, Willie, you know 1 told you if you
fell to the floor.
staid at home I should uot let you go out
When the lirst rapturous greeting was with your sled, and you wouldn’t have me
over, Lizzie led me forward with a timid tell a lie, would you ?”
Willie turned away thoughtfully, but a
grace, and Frank Chester grasped my hand.
i;
Welcome home, my boy !” he said with moment after his face brightened up as he
the loud cheerful tones I remembered so saw a path out 01 the dilemma, aud he sid“
You have changed so that I never led up to his mamma with a confidential
well.
would have known you1; but uo matter about whisper :
“
I don’t waut you to tell a lie, mother,
that—your heart is in the right place, I
know.”
but couldn’t you just fix it, you know, as
“
How can you say he has changed?” you do when you put me to bed and say
said my mother, gently,
to be sure he you are uot going out, aud then go?”
looks older and graver, and more like a mau
Not inaptly has “ the faith of the little
than when he went away, but his eyes and child” been held up as au example for ttie
It is a heavy emulation of the grown.
smiles are the same as ever.
Harry had been
heart which changes him.
He is my hoy told that whatever he asked for in earneststill.”
ness of heart would be grauted of God. It
“
“
Aye, mother,” 1 answered sadly, I was raining one summer day, and he waulam your hoy still.”
ed to go out and paddle with bare feet iu
“
At that moment 1 the
llcaveu help me:
Mamma,” he
pools that had formed.
felt like u boy, aud it would have beeu a said, “ do you thiuk that Dod would stop
blessed relief to have wept on her bosom, raining a little while if I ask him?”
“
as J had done iu infancy.
Bat I kept down
Perhaps so,” she replied.
the beating of my heart and tremor of my
Harry weut to the window aud put out
lips, tiud answered ipiietly as I looked into his head as far as he could stretch it.
his full aud handsome face :
“Dod! Dod!” he cried, “stop ‘yaiuiu’
You have changed, too, Frank, hut I please ; I waut to go out and paddle.”
think for the better?”
A Hash of lightning aud a clap of thun“O, yes—thank you for the compliment,” der made him dodge in his head, as you’ve
Iu. answered with a hearty laugh.
seeu a terrapin retire into its shell.
“Mam“My wife tells me 1 grow handsome ev- ma,” said he, “ I guess Dod’s augry because I didn’t say mister.”
ery day.”
His wife.
Could l hear that uatne aud
By and by he tried it again : I say Dod
—Mr. Dod—won’t you please stop vaiuiu’
keep silence still?
“And have- you seen my little girl?” he a little?”
added lifting the infant iu his arms, aud
(Joiucidently, the suu looked out from
kissing her crimson cheek, “I tell you Har- the clouds, and the shower resolved itself
That’ll do, Mr.
ry, there is not such another in the world. into a few rattling drops:
Don’t you think she looks very much like Dod,” he said, waving his hand iu a rather
her mother used to?”
patronizing manner,‘I can put on my old hat.
“Very much !” I faltered.
A friend of miud has two bright little
“Hallo’” eiied Frank, with a suddenboys
Freddy, between three aud four
ness which made me start
violently. “I years old, aud Willie about live. A chrouhave forgotten to introduce you to my wile ; isle of their
doings and sayings would fill
1 belie\e she and you used to he playmates
a volume, but two specimens must suffice.
iu your younger days—-yes, Harry!” aud
Both were very t'oud of milk, aud a mug
he slapped me on the back, “for the sake of it
always completed their supper. It so
ol old times, and because you was not at
chanced that they one dav saw the girl
the wedding, 1 will give you leave to kiss
milking.
her once—but mind old fellow you are not
“
There, Willie,” said Freddy, “ you see
to repeat the ceremony.
Come—here she
that, do you? 1 don’t waut any more milk
is, and I lor one want to see how you man- after the cow’s had it,” and he withdrew
age the operation."
very much disgusted.
He pushed Lizzie, laughing aud blushing
That cveuiug wlieu their mugs of milk
towards me. A gleam of light and hope al- were
placed on the table both stood unmost too dazzling to bear came over me,
touched.
A reason of this phenomenon
and 1 cried out before 1 thought, “Not
being asked, Freddy simply declared that
Mary.”
he didn’t want any milk after the cow had
L must have betrayed my secret to every had
it, but further refused to explain.
j oue iu the room. But nothing was said, Willie, however, told of the discovery of
j Even Frank, in general obtuse, was this the morning.
time silent.
1 kissed tile fair cheek ol the
The mother then explained to them that
young wife, aud hurried to the silent fig- the milk did uot come to them second-hand
ure looking out of the window.
—that the cow ate grass, which was chang“Mary—Mary Moore,” I said iu a low ed into milk by a wonderful chemical proeager tone, “have you uo welcome to give cess, akin to that which produced
everythe wanderer?”
thing in nature. In the light of this explaShe turned aud laid her baud in mine, nation Willie was
satisfied, but Freddy
aud said hurriedly—
still turned up his nose at milk, sticking by
“I am glad to see you here Harry.” Sim- the
original proposition.
ple words, auil yet how blessed they made
After supper, Willie, who ou these imI would not have yielded her up that
me.
portant occasions always acted as expoundFor
moment for an emperor’s crown.
er, took his hrothei' aside into a corner.
there was the happy home group, aud the “ It’s all
“
right, Freddy,” he said, and you
dear fire-side, with sweet Mary Moore, can
just go ou drinking your milk again.
fiie eyes I had dreamed of by day aud The cow eats
grass, and that’s what makes
night, were falling beneath the ardent gaze it. Now if the cow didn’t eat the grass,
ol mine, and the sweet face 1 had long
you’d have to, you see. That’s what the
prayed to see was there beside me. J uev- cow’s for.”
: er knew the meaning of happiness until that
resumed his
“

Very well, Willie,”

have

a

••

—

Many years have passed since that happy night, aud the hair that was dark aud
I have
| glossy then, is fast, turning gray.
grown to be an old man, and can look
i back to a
happy, aud I hope a well spent
life.
And yet, sweet as it has beeu, I
would not recall a single day, for the love
that made my mauhood bright, shines also
upon my white hairs.
An old man ! Can this be so? At heart 1
am as young as ever.
Aud Mary, with her
bright hair parted smoothly from a brow
that has a slight furrow upon it, is still the
Mary of other days. To me she can never
| grow old or change. The heart that held
her infancy, aud sheltered her in the flush
aud beauty of womanhood, ean never cast
her out until file shall cease to warm it.
Not even then, for love still lives above.
Smith was once looking through
the hot-house of a lady who was proud of
her flowers, and used not very accurately
a
profusion of botanical names. ‘Madame’
said he,‘have you the Septeunis psoriasis’
‘No’ said she, ‘I bad it last winter, and I
gave it to the Archbishop ol Canterbury ;
it came out beautifully iu the spring.’
Septennis psoriasis is the medical name of
‘seven years itch.’

Sidney

The Stereoscope is generally supposed
to be a modern invention, but it has been
found that the fundamental principle of it
was known by Galen 1509 years
ago, and
that Baptista Porta in 1599 gave a complete
separate picture seeu by each eye, and the
combined picture placed between them.

parly

evening draughts.

Freddy

moment.

oouy luiu soul, beneath this blow,
my face in iny hands, I leaned
against the door, while my heart wept tears
ot blood.
The little one gazed at me,
grieved aud amazed, aud put up her pretty
lips as if about to cry, while the perplexed
servant stopped at the parlor door, a id
called my sister out to see who it was that
There is a proposition before the Maine
conducted himself so strangely.
I heard
Legislature to modify the divorce laws of
a light step and a pleasant voice
saying— the State so as to make divorces less desir“
Did you wish to see my father, sir?”
able.
It is now proposed to forbid the
I looked up. There stood a pretty sweetin fault from
suuk,

aud

Children and their Sayings.
few parents realize how children—
even at a comparatively tender age—cipher
out the shallowness of parental excuses,
aud laugh in their tiny sleeves at parental
Instauce in point, my litinconsistencies.
tle friend Willie.

Very

marriage.

To his miud the only alternative was eating grass, and from that he shrank.

Ou another occasiou the mother

was

tell-

ing Freddy about the proposed sacrifice of
Isaac by Abraham, assisting his comprehension of it by the picture of it in the old family Bible. There lay the boy bound ou the
altar, while the patriarch brandished a huge
knife, drawn back apparently within au inch
nose of the ram, which stood
out from the bushes as unconcernedly

of the

looking

it

his

as

day where lie sat.
“Yes,” replied Sherwood.
“What is it?” (iu alarm.)

one

“Coal.”

All this as

gravely

as a

judge, seemingly

“sells.”
with a physician in the suburbs of New York not long since, during a
pause in the conversation, little Julia began
Her father, quite
to talk very earnestly.
a steru disciplinarian, checked her in rather
a nettled tone, by saying, “Why is it that
“’Cause I've
you always talk so much?”
was
the
somesiu
to
quick reply.
say,”
got
So witty was the saying that the whole table greatly enjoyed it, and oven the good
Doctor was torced to join in the laugh.
Pity that, all talkers—public speakers at
least—wouldn't see to it that they have
“Somesiu to say” when they open their
mouths.
What do you think of the little boy who,
soon after his mother’s second
marriage,
asked his step-father one evening for a second piece of sponge cake, which request
was peremptorily refused.
Fixing indignant eyes on the tyrant oi the tea-table, he
burst out with : “I don’t care ; we’re sorry
we married you, and mother says so, too !”
He could scarcely prove a wellspriug ot
pleasure in that, house.
Vindictiveness iinds a resting place even
in hearts which should he gentlest.
“1 won't pray for you when l say my
prayers,” said a little girl to a companion
who had vexed her, “aud Jesus won’t bless
you—aud He shan’t redeem you, either !”
she added alter a moment's pause to Hud a
fitting culmination for her displeasure.
There was a slight touch of Calvinism
about the concluding threat, I think.
All children, I am sorry to say, are not
good, r know very few that are patterns of
One sometimes finds them in
perfection.
biographies, but not having encountered
them living, and meeting them only in biographical reminiscences, 1 incline to think
that they all die early.
shouted
"Golly 1—Uosli !—Gracious 1
a little
boy one day, something having occurred to rouse bis enthusiasm.
“Why, where did you get such a word
as that?” asked his mother.
“Oh, I’ve heard you say gracious, and the
goily gosh I just made up myself,’ lie replied.
One little lellow whom 1 wot ol, must
have been born full of original sin, for he
used the slraugest adjectives aud expletives
as soon as be could lisp.
At the time of which I write he was onII is mother labored
ly three years old.
with him—and on him, occasionally—hut
with no lasting benelit, though she brought
about spasms ot repentance and promises of
reformation.
One day she told him that
she could bear it no longer; she couldn’t
have a little boy about her who used such
language ; she would put him away and
get another little boy. In the bitterness
and desolation of his heart, feeling himself
discarded, another Lslimael, lie went out
iuto the yard and sat down on the grass to
A little bantam rooster, not
cry it out.
appreciating the sadness of the surroundings, flew up on the fence and began a
long, loud crow.
“Shut up, darn yon," blubbered Bobby,
through his teats: "1 have trouble enough
on my mind without you.”
He had just
resolved and promised to never use that
aud cognate words again.
But dually it seemed that reformation iw.:
indeed effected.
For two whole dav■> he
had said nothing to otfeud the most iu-udious, and great was the rejoicing thereat.
The compression, however, proved too
great, for the load of forbidden expletives—
brickbats of the vocabulary lay heavily on
his brain aud must he worked oil.
S > one
day he hurst into the house in a real or
■■( lit mothsimulated state of excitement
er !” he shouted, “what do
think
? 1 was
you
over across the
way just now and a horse
was tied there—the wickedest horse ever
He just stood there anti said
you did see.
by golly, aud by gosh, aud gel darn you,
aud everything else yon cut think of.
If
you’d been there you’d a whipped him ever
so hard, aud so would 1 if I’d had a
whip !”
Did ever you hear of such an expedient
for relieving the overburdened mind?
uuaware

that he

was

perpetrating

Breakfasting

How Lucy Stone Bossos lioi- Husband.
[Correspondence Chicago Tribune.]
lu l«b>.> she was married lu Henry B.

Blackwell,

an
Iviglishmau by Lirtli, who
hardware merchant in Cincinnati, Ohio, and who had lor years been identified with the anti-slavery cause.
He was
a well educated, honorable
gentleman, and
had long been an ardent admirer of the
brave little woman, who had never
suspected an attachment of a warmer sort.
When
he proposed to her, he .said he wished her
own terms.
Site couse illod ; her terms heiug the retention of her maiden name, and
the renunciation on his part of nil his lecul
rights and authority as a hiisban 1.
Such a union could not have been formidable to her, whatever it
might have
been to him.
Their marriage was nothing
more than an agreement to live
together
while t!i '.y were agreeable to on-h other,
aud as there were lew bonds there was little
temptation to break them. Perhaps such
unions might be repeated to advantage between persons who feel uncurtain of a harmonious future.
was

then

a

fuueral.
The
mother was expatiating ou the greatness of
the sacrifice and the opportuuess of the substitute, when Freddy, whose feelings were
t-mcy Mono mul her husband—say those
now worked up to the fever pitch,
surprised who ought to know—have never repented,
“
her by shouting out,
Sheepy, slieepy, why i'hey have lived very happily together for
don’t you grab the knife and run?”
thirteen years, and are likely to do so to the
His sympathies lay wholly with the sheep, last. They have but one child, a
daughter,
which will recall to tho reader’s miud the and have since their marriage resided most
story of the little girl who was affected to ot the time at West Bloomfield, New Jertears on being shown the picture of Daniel sey, in the strictest retirement.
On beiug told she need
in the deu of lions.
Lucy Stone—the uaine Mrs. Blackwell
not cry, for tho prophet was not devoured, always otfeuds her—is
very far from handit turned out that she was distressed for tear some.
She is small in stature, has
gray
that one little lion in the corner would not eyes, dark brown hair, a well
shaped mouth,
Her complexion is
get anything to eat, Daniel beiug evidently aud handsome teeth.
too small to go round.
so florid as to indicate
rusticity, auil her
Children, by the way, are generally great features are not at all regular or expiessive
humorists—unconscious ones, often. Prac- of high breeding.
Hers is a strong face,
tical jokes in particular, are their delight. and when lighted up loses much of its hoinThey like, too, to provoke expectation and liuess, aud strikes you as intellectual. Her
then disappoint it.
Aud they do not very charm is in her voice.
Turn away from
often commit the too common mistake of her, aud you can well
imagine she is lovely.
Look at her critically, and you almost forlaughing at their own jokes.
“What are you going to do to-duy, Cher- get the sweet tones that have so much to do
wood?” asked that sage grandfather.
with her power of persuasion.
She is ex“Nothing.”
tremely kind-hearted aud benevolent, and
“Did you-ever see nothing?”
never ucglects
any opportunity to do good.
“Yes.”
She has been much misrepresented, ridicul“Where ?”
ed, aud abused ; but uo one who knows
“Down a well.”
her will say she is not a true
woman, whose
“Isn’t there something burning here ?” i aims and purposes have
been in the
always
asked his mother coming into the room j direction of justice,
humanity, aud right.

though

were

not

own

li.ingor
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Retribution at Last,
l lie mills of the gods grind slow, hut
they grind exceedingly fine.” Very many
entertain the notion, that there can he nothing dishonorable in polities, and that every
deception in that field is proper and fair.
The notion is a mistaken oue.
Dishonorable practices in politics are overtaken
with just retribution as well as dishonorable
practices in business.
We last week noticed the defeat of Lit
M. Morrill for. the 1 'uited States Senate.
Many of our readers have probably forgotten a scene that occurred in the Senate
nearly four years ago. lion. .John 1’. Stockton, a Democrat, had been fairly and legally elected to that body by the Legislature
ol New Jersey,
lie had been admitted to
his seat. The question of overcoming the
veto power of the President then arose.
It
teas found that the opponents of the Radicals had one more than one-third ol the
Senate. To obtain the two-thirds requisite
to override the veto, it became necessary to
unseat oue Democrat.
Stocktou was the
victim hit upon.
lie moue or ms election was

urougm up

before the Senate, and debated for a long
time. Before the final vo.e was taken on
the

question,

Mr.

Wright,

Stockton’s col-

from New Jersey, then iu a dying
condition, was obliged oil account of his

league,

health to go home.
Senator Morrill paired
off with him, and Wright went hom'e.
Wiieu the day of voting came, during the
call of the roll, Morrill did not vote ; hut
when lie found that the vote was a tie on
unseating Stockton, iie deliberately got tip,
asked-that his name he called again, and iu
violation of his sacred word of honor, voted
to deprive Stockton of his seat.
A more
wilful act of dishonor and turpitude was
never committed by a Senator.
Brobabiy
there was not another man in that body
that would have doue so villainous an m"
The whirlgig of tint- has, however,
brought its retribution. Morrill lias been
repudiated by his own friends at home. II
has been compelled to drink Jeep of that
cup of treachery, which lie commended to
the lips of the dying and betrayed Wright.
On the other hand John 1*. Stockton lias
just been triumphantly returned to that seat
iu the Seiiuiu from which lie was so unrighteously ejected by Morrill’s vote nearly tour
On the fourth day ol March
years ago.
uext, at twelve of the clock, noon, Mr.
Morrill takes his hat and leaves the Senate
forever, a disgraced man. At precisely the
same hour, John B. Stockton will resume
iiis seat iu that body, honored by the people of his own Sta4e, and respected by the
people of the whole country.
A Remarkable Suicide.

distressing suicide ot Miss Hannah
Weidmati, a young lady resident of Danby,
111., has been mentioned by telegraph. She
was the youngest daughter of a well-to-do
farmer who strongly opposed her marriage
to a young man of the neighborhood.
This
opposition originated from a hardness ot
heart, and the girl was treated verv roughly by her father. As an instauce, it may
The

he mentioned that ou her return from the
Penin-ula, her lover met her in Chicago, to
insure her company that evening at a hall
given a few miles beyond Dauhv, the oeea
sion being tin; annual reunion ot' the regiment with which he had been connected
Iduriiig the war. W'lieu her father heard ol
the allair, lie instantly drove over to the
! village, entered the ball-room, and to the
astonishment ot the assembled dancers, took
her forcibly in his arms, placed her in the
wagon, and drove her to the farm To eon
duet ol tiiis kind, ot necessity humiliating
to a proud-spirited girl, she was
frcipieutly
subjected, at d finally induced to dec from
those with whom she should naturally
have sought home aud shelter,
lint with
her absence these persecutions did not
cease, aud she was threatened with all mannerot inflictions if she did not return home
I Hu! to ihese thr.m!s si,,, paid no heed, and
persistently expressed her lir.u intention to
remain with her sistei and brother.in law
I'he day ot tin- suicide, her mother visited
I her and when about to leave, remarked.
|" You must go Inline o-morrow, aud if you
won’t come ot your own tree will wo shall
take you forcibly.'
in which the daughter
replied, Mother, you will never take m*
alive.
these were the last words spoken
between them. Shortly after this oeeur| fence site sat down by the window lacing the
house ot her lover, and lor a few momentwas engaged iu writing.
After supper she
I hastily threw a shawl over her head and
I precipitately lelt the house.
Iu less [hi:
ten minutes the accommodation train, running at a speed ot ! wenty-tive miles an hour,
thundered past, and before any alarm eon
ceruiug her absence was felt bv anv one iu
the house, her beautiful firm, mutilated he
youd recognition, was l.mid on the track,
within Ins-, than a stoue's throw of the
house by a neighbor just returning from the
depot. At first the impression prevailed
that the terrible calamity vva- ihe cause ot
accident; hut wilii ;he aid ol lamps, the
••

girl’s pocket-book

was

found

some

distance

Irom the body, and attached
>
it was the
following note, written in lend pencil over
a
closely-written letter, received some time
before from a la ly friend, aud directed to
her lover :
M\ Ow\ Dkau h nun -It giit opposiic
yum
house I sit writing t'lis note to you.
for you
I mu-t die. I emmo! give you up only in death,
—

ileal* tir-me far us to part from c.u-h
t suppose the folks will think me fool
I would always lie
isli, but I cannot help if.
in mi-cry.
So, dearest Fred, g mil bvv. In
ilealli f remain your
Hannah.
d

are to

ou

otli

a*

Ou the margin of the letter, iu a scrawl
scarcely discernible, was further written
May trod bless aud keep you iu the right.
‘‘

1 hink of

to

any

give

a

me

one

of.en.

Not

another

word

to throw

reason

ful a manner
death.

tor
ou

light on her action, or
her entering iu so frightthe

terrible mystery ot

Cleveland lias had another body-sna!eii-

ing sensation.

Tlie relatives of the missiucorpse are very indignant, and a warrant
lias been issued
authorizing nu oilicer to
search the Medical College.
The body
stolen was that ol a Gorman woman.
Her
triemis visited the grave last \V ednesday to
decorate it.
On examining the mound, it
became evideut that the earth had been disturbed—a portion ol' the sods had been
turned over, while toe earth around
gave
evidence of having been

very

recently”dug

up.
Suspecting something wrong, the
friends began
looking for other evidences
that the body had been removed from the
On

small evergreen near
by they
portion ol the garments in
which the deceased was dressed when she
was buried.
Proper implements were at
ouee procured, and in a
very short time the
eollin was uncovered. The
top ol the box
iu which the eollin had been encased had
been removed, the glass over the face ol
the corpse had been broken, the
body taken on! and
stripped of its clothing, aud the
garments replaced in the colliu.

grave.

discovered

a

a

—

Legislative.
Monday, Jan. 25.
In the Senate. Judge of Probate of Washington had leave to withdraw his petition for
Increase of salary.

THURSDAY,

In the House. Bill to amend the charter of
the Somerset Railroad was laid on the table.
Tuesday, Jan. 20.

—BV —
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Wednesday, Jan. 27.
passage—An act
II. Clark to extend his wharf
at South West Harbor. Tremont, into the tide
waters of said harbor.
lx senate,

lsuis an.i tneir

anthorizing Henry

PETITIONS PRESENTED AND KEEEltRKIi.

also petition of John
Of Calvin Kirk et uG.
W. Shutc et als.; also petition of M. Lincoln
et als., severally for an act to regulate the speed
of steamboats on the Penobscot river; of T.
P Spofford and 33 als., for a law prohibiting
the use oi' seines in waters within the jurisdiction of the State; of L M. Perkins and 54 als.
in aid of same.
Thursday, Jan. 28.
The following petitions were
In Senate
presented and referred—Of George Silsby and
others, for the incorporation of Winterport
Savings Bank.
In the: House.
Onkmt, That the Committee
on Railroads, Ways and Bridges, be instructed
to inquire into the expediency of providing by
law for uniformity of Railroad gauge throughout the State, (excepting the Grand Trunk
Railroad,) within a limited period.
Mr. Teague presented the petition of E. W.
Jackson and others, for an amendment of the
Constitution of the Stale, so as to allow women the“rightof suffrage.”
Referred to Committee on Legal Reform.
Petition oi James S. Glidden el als., of Palermo, for an act to regulate the llowuge of
their meadows, reported leave to withdraw.

to
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bi9 Prohibition

Woodbury Davis and

Sentiments.

Mr. Davis wrote

proliibi-

letter to the

a

ia

Augusta
last week, that is an excellent exposition of
the spirit that runs through nearly the
After stating his op; whole organization.
of the State Pothe
restoration
to
position
the
law ot 1857 reto
see
and
a
desire
lice,
his
he
detiues
stored,
present political inwho

iouists

tentions

were

session

at

follows—

as

Politically,

1 believe the temperance

nteu

ot Maine stand tlie same as in former years.
Aud I trust that in the future we will con-

tinue to act with the Republican party so
I know
far as that party will act with us.
not what exigencies may hereafter occur ;
but at present I see uo good to be gained

by

a temperance party.
We have had occasion

ol the

political

1 we
l

fail

Judge

meu

head-quarters.

have ofteuer

who take their

aud

aud

scratched

a

matter.

This talk,

possibility

yet

according to
The party

borne the

names

regular

name, it did not become a

of

| et, is the

by
supporting

merest

ot

grog than othif Judge Davis ever

erwise ;

leverv

Davis since

republican party,

not inarch aud countermarch

! the orders from

! tickets

something

remember the time when he did

to

such
a

men,

public
of the

temperance tick-

bosh in the world.

nominee should be carried home

If
on

wheelbarrow, they would ignore the fact,
aud go it blind for supporting the party that

a

supports them.

Such

men

are

the

decoy

In Senate. Tne bond of Mr. Caldwell, State
lo lead the honest aud well
ducks
Treasurer, was approved.
In the House.
Oniived, that the Committee meaning temperance meu into the radical
on Legal Reform inquire into the
expediency
We shall continue to act wilh the
of providing by law against uujust ahd oppres- net.
sive rates of transportation upon certain artiparty so far as that party will
cles oi freight by Railroad Corporations, aud
: act with us,” says this pourer of oil on the
especially upon such merchandise, as is now
virtually prohibited from transportation over I threatening waters. As the party ‘‘acts with
most, if not alt the railroads in this State by
Mr. Davis S40UO a year as
| us” by
reason of excessive freight charges.
Leave to withdraw was reported on th« pe- Postmaster of Portland, it is safe to say
tition ol Ileman Cousins et uls., for an act to
count on ramrod
prohibit the taking oi porgies earlier than the that it may
first day of August.
the
for
present.
Petition of the citizens of Winterport for
In course of the letter alluded lo, Judge
au act making legal the doings of the town of
Frankfort at u meeting held March G,-1.805, was Daviindulges in a tilt at the medical propresented and referred.
Somehow there is a matter of
Petition of the selectmen of Bucksport and fession.
Verona for amendment of chap. 45S of the spe- fact stamina about the
an uncial laws of 'GS, relating to the right to fish
an
he
to
aptness to
humbugged,
along the bridge connecting said towns. Re- readiness
lerred to the Coni, on Fisheries.
cite
aud
to
facts, aim ut
indulge in
Petition of the legal voters of the towns of
fanaticism
this
ramrod
that
medical meu,
Monroe,
Frankfort,

employed

Republican

giving

co-operation

physicians,

reasoning,

Winterport,
Prospect,
Swanville, Brooks, Jackson, Dixinont, and doesn’t admire. You can have a lawyer to
to
be
into
an
incorporated
Newburg,
Agriculof this or any other questural Society.
Referred to the Committee on take either side
Agriculture.
tion, you can wheedle or frighten a minister
Saturday. Jan. 30.
into beiug liberal or illiberal on the liquor
Proceedings not important.
Washington

question—hut

Matters.

when

oue

of these ramrods

talks his nonsensical stuff
The report of Vuu Winkle, from the Senate leaders

telligent physician,

Committee on Pensions, relative to the joint
resolution granting §5000 per year to the widow
of the late President Lincoln, status in substance that the Committee are unable to see
that Mrs Lincoln, as widow of the late President, or in any oilier character, is entitled to a
pension under the letter and spirit of any existing law. The committee are aware that the
friends of the resolution expect to make a
permanent provision f«r the lady under the
guise of a pension, but no evidence has
been furnished to them, or reason assigned,
why the provision should be made. If such
was the inlentou, the committee submit the
reference should have beeu to some other committee.

face.

60 it chances that these ramrod fuss-

Outside of political and legal questions, uothseems to me so worthy of special notice, as
I believe
the medical use of ulcoholie liquors.
that one of the greatest obstacles we now have
to contend with, is the use of liquors, encouraged, as it is, by the great majority ol our reg-

ing

ular physicians. Thirty years ago the medical
profession tcok the lead in the temperance reform, everywhere denouncing the use of liquors
as a prolific source of disease, and condemning

The Alabama claims treaty is in danger of
for it is found upon close scrutiny
that it is, in several particulars, somewhat
>usceptible of a construction damaging to oui
interests, and permits England, by the clever
raaiiagmcnt of her Commissioners, to avoid a
direct decision upon the animus of the case,
and allows the question of piracy to lie lost
sight of in Hie cold calculation of dollars and
cents damages.
Whether the objection to this
treaty be well founded or not the opposition
to it is growing more formidable hourly, and
some of the strongest opponents are louud in
the Democratic party. There does not appear
to lie any doubt of the ratification of the naturalization and San Juan treaties.
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Connecticut Democratic Convention.

Edwin Young, of Lubec, 51 years of age,
knocked down and killed by boys sliding
down hill. Somebody will he killed in this
city,
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The State Convention at Hartford, on the
27tli, was very large, the delegates filling the
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Gov. English was re-nominated our office.
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his
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by
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man what could be done to iuduce her husband
railroad from Omaha to Salt Lake is 1.000 Ephraim II. llyde of Stafford. For Secretary
remember that the homeopathic principle I
Take Cake, Boys! The Courts arc full of to attend church.
miles long, on which 1,030 miles of track of State—Le'verett E. Pease, of Somers. For ]
breach of promise eases.
In Boston, two inI dou’t know,” she replied, “unless you
of
like cures like,” would prescribe for
been laid.
have
The actual cost of building Treasurer—Edward S. Mosely, of Hampton, ; jured females have got verdicts, and in this were to put a pipe and a jug of whisky in the
man with the headache and a bad tongue
For Comptroller- Jessie Olney, of Stratford.
pew.”
this road, so far completed, was 838,824,State, one at Auburn and one in this County
in the morning, a hair of the same dog—
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following, which were unanimously adopted ; ! the wounds made. It
men don't “mean j gusta, the mily strictly temperance hotel in the
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How much has it received? There is a subTHE PLATFORM.
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; place did not have a single member of the
business,’' let them be careful what they do.
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Davis and
twenty-one illegitimate children,
prac-1
by the people of the United States of the recoadjutors
The Emperor Napoleon III.
violations of the Constitution by the rad- live are still alive.
Tlie (. amden Herald asserts that the billiard
tice on the homeopathetic plan, aud give worth 821,312,000. There are government peated
ical party, but was the result of a.system of supported nearly half of them, while he refustable from which the cast iron
There
eagles were tuked
to
do
for
others.
the
this uouseuse in infinitesimal doses, it will bonds to the amouut of 028,504,000.
and
in
anything
proscription
corruption unparalleled
eu, was never in the Knox Mansion, but formIt would be reason for are first mortgage bonds standing before the history of the country.
Gen. Sheridan has returned from the plains.
be an advantage.
ed hart ol tlie
Resolved, That we shall continue to adhere to
of a plebiau saloon
government lien to the amount of 856,617,-1 every constitutional principle heretofore avow- He thinks the Indians will stay whipped for a ! at lhomaston. furnishing
blessing the invention of Hahuemanu.
We had the story from a
680.
The whole amounting to 8107,463,-1 ed and supported by the Democratic party, un- while.
smooth-tongued otlleial of Lucie Samuel’s, loder which party the countiy has prospered and
How to Fix it.
A lot of Jersey cows was part of the freight
680 received by the company to otlset the 1
cated at Camden.
If he is guilty of imposing
taken the front rank among the nations of the
a Liverpool steamer at PortUud last week.
of
The general fluttering and alarm among expenditure of 838,824,801.
In other earth.
upon our innoccuce, lie deserves General
The Ellsworth American says, the dwelling Knocks and
Resolved, That while we opposed with otir
the unmarried masculines at the terrible fre- words, the government has paid for conparticular tits.
best efforts the election of Gen. Grant to the house of John Louder Murch, of Ellsworth,
I hose who have uot yet subscribed for the
quency of breach of promise suits in the structing the Pacific road, so far, and given Presidency, we nevertheless have no desire or living on the east side of Union river, about
to embarrass his administration by any four miles from the village, was burned on Herald, should do so at once, in order to precourts, together with the appalling certainty the company the road and a bonus of 868,-j design
captious oppositon to his recommendations, Tuesday morning of last week, and the family sort. ill. unbroken for future reference, in
but are disposed to sustain him in every just barely escaped with their lives; losing all their a few y.-afs they will be
of verdicts against the delinquents, bids fair 688,867.
interesting to their
aud constitutional measure which he may pro- clothing and provisions.
children, » inform them what their fathers
to work harm in social matters. The youngdid before them.
pose.
[Camden Herald.
Letter From Augusta.
(>n the Kennebec they are complaining of a
sters are fighting terribly sliy of crinoline,
litsulMi, That tlie attempt ot tlie leaders ol
Ii we are not mistaken, there are some citiCorrespondence of the Journal.
the radical party in Congress to deprive the prevalent influenza, which attacks whole famiZl‘us ‘Jt that
and the alarm amouuts almost to panic. The legislature. State Police. Tlie Ram*
lively town who are not particuStates of the Union of their right to prescribe lies at once.
We are in pretty good health
roil Convention.
Farmer's Convention.
the terms and conditions of tlie suffrage of their
larly anxious that their children should be fully
The good fellows of society, who like to get
State Printing-.
over this way.
own citizens, is designed as a fatal blow at the
posted on that subject.
Augusta, Feb. 1, ISCib
up dances, sleigh rides and pic nics, and do
most essential reserved right of tlie States—
Masquerade balls have broken out in GardiThe reports of Legislative
Our law-makers have thus far done nothing that it is an
the agreeable generally, and who mean to
proceedings notes
assumption of superiority by the ner, Augusta and Bangor
the exhibition before that
worthy of comment. The main business seems j creature over the creator—an audacious usurpof a patent venbody
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Au eminent legal gentle- various parts oi the State, are earnestly be- general aud safe resumption of <peeie paying confidence.
[ N. \ Times.
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holding her
and Betty Bewitching, of Belfast, Waldo it was found that the Gospel according to Saint is a continued blight upon our national charac- some portions of Oxford and Androscoggin
innocent.
so that many schools have been obligCounty, and State of Maine, ©litnessetb— S’-evens. don’t go down with the faithful as ter, is destructive of tlie commercial, agricul- | counties,
ed to suspend in consequence
it is understood that.bn. Grant lias preparj
(Lint SSIurcAS, the said Peter, being there- easily as it used to. The Elder's plan ol sal- tural, aud manufacturing interests of the country, and falls with crushing effect upon hardHighwaymen that rival Dick Turpin in fold ed his resignation as General of tin army, and
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President Johnson the next day
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And the sum Betty, promptly and freely would heal the threatened breach iu the radical radicalism, they haying a common interest with
us in the preservation of the Constitution and | gratitude'
Horatio Washburn and John T. Stephens,
responding to the humane feelings and prompt- camp, but it was incontinently rejected, and the
prosperity of our common country.
A man in I 'ai'Hand, named Kennedy lias been two \ oung nu n who stoic a hots, and
ings of Peter .aforesaid, doth with the saiit Pe- the
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leave to withdisappointed Elder got
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by
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drunkards.

Solomon, who though not a regular practitioner, is supposed to have understood

course.

something of mediciue with the rest of his
knowledge, specially recommends strong
j drink for them that are ready to perish.

teli us that tin
the public deb' this month wil
disclose a considerable increase, somewhat it
the neighborhood of Si t,500,000, but that
material reduction w il be exhibited in tin
February statement.

Washington correspondent:-

statemcul ul

The contest lor Speaker of tile House of tin
u
next Congress has become quite excitiug, am
tile irlends of Dawes and Elaine are conduct i
lug a very active canvass. At the March ses
siou Connecticut aud New Hampshire will no
be represented, but out of the twenty Nev r
England votes Dawes’ friends claim sixteen.

The Reciprocity Treaty.
Feb. 1.

The Committee on Federal Relations, wind
instructed by an order of the Legislator
to inquire Into the expediency of in.structinj
the Senators and Representatives in Congress
from Maine to vote for the Reciprocity treaty,
gnve a hearing in the Representatives’ Ilal I
this evening. The lumbering and manufactur
ing interests were both largely represented
Hon. John A. Poor, of Portland, opened tin
discussion and showed the benelits that wouk
result from a reciprocal free trade with tb<
Canadas. He believed the treaty of 1854 shouk I
Hon. S. H. Blake, ol Bangor
be renewed.
then followed in opposition to the treaty. Hi
contended that it would injure the industria I
pursuits of the State of Maine, and he belicvei
it would not be acceptable to the farmers. Tbi
consumer would derive the benefits which i i
(Jen. Anderson o (;
was claimed he would.
Portland then followed, advocating reciproca
free trade with the Provluces. He believed th ,
opposition came wholly from the lumber deal
ers, or those who owned the land, and no 1

The Savior himself, when he hud related
the act of that impersonation of beuevolence, the good Samaritan, who sustained
the wounded stranger with wine, enjoined
Aud
on his hearers to go aud do likewise.
art
the professors of the healing
to-day believe that

following
pies, hut

have not goue fur amiss in
not only these illustrious exam-

they

their
sense, in the
It is
of alcoholic stimulants.
own

common

‘i prescribing

safe to hold that the men who are specially
educated to the end that their knowledge

aud experience may he of beuelit to their
fellow men, in combatting diseases, and
whose success in life is commensurate with
their victories is this field, will not deliberate
their trusts, and promote the dis-

ly betray
The
j eases they are employed to overcome.
our Stale are among its mosl
of
physicians
lj intelligent, worthy aud honorable citizens
1

j

from the laborers.

regard

Does he tear that his

it, even us a medicine, except in rare cases.
Now very few physicians manifest any special
interest in this cause, and the practice of prescribing whiskey or other alcoholic liquors in
nearly ail forms of disuse, is becoming almost
The habit of indulgence is thus
universal.
fostered, and the use of liquors to prevent or
cure real or fancied ills, is greatly encouraged.
As a necessary consequence, our numerous
apothecary stores have become the most pernicious aud dangerous rum shops iu the State.
For this result, 1 believe the physicians are
A New Pacer.
We have to g reet a new
largely responsible. When the Maine Medical comer in the world of newspapers. The Camthis
of
practice, pub- den
rebuking
Society, instead
Herald, an exceedingly neat sheet, iiuds its
lishes a paper commending natural wines as
way to our table, bearing the announcement
hubeneficial
to
the
which
is
:
use
of
food,” the
that Camden lias its newspaper, aud Knox
man system, wc have great reason to be disCounty its fourth establishment of the kind.
1
have
never
had
much
efforts.
our
in
couraged
The Herald is independent in polities aud in refaith in Homeopathy; but if allopathic physiligion, and will be devoted mainly to general
cians continue thus to sow the seeds of intem- land local news.
It is conducted by W. 11.
to
shall
be
we
compelled
perance among us,
and the terms are §1.50 per year, in adBerry,
the
as
modern
more
the
school,
to
turn
only vance. The ilrst number is
lively and spicy.
means of saving us from becoming a nation of

The city is full of Cabiuet speculations. New
York is said to be counted out altogether, and
the only parties from that State yet spoken of
tor prominent positions arc Hamilton Fish loi
tlie French mission, and Moses Grlnnell for
Collector of the Port. There is a commotion
among Pennsylvanians about Cabinet appointments, a new ring having beeu developed looking to the strengthening of the Cameron inIn tuis arrangement both
terest in that State.
Curtin and Forney are left out as a matter o!

was

in-

wise—

rejection,

Augusta,

to an

he just laughs in his

aud-feather fanatics don’t like the doctors,
aud that is why Mr. Davis talks in this
j

The threat in

deal is

great

>.

to know

of

course

the formation of the

PETITIONS PRESENTED AND REFERRED.

Petition of the selectmen of Palermo, to legalize the act whereby they exempted certain
notes from taxation.
Petition of Luther Maddox, for grant to
build a “Marine Railway at Boothbay.” Also
a flood of petitions
from nil portions of the
State, praying for tile reenactment of the Mate
Police law—mostly signed by persons who
don’t know the purport of the petitions.
Friday, Jan. 29.

that

and
j»“S. M. Pkttengill k Co., C State St., Boston,
for
37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
advertisements.
and
forwarding
procuring subscriptions
Court
Street,
s
jar*S. R Niles, No. 1 Scollay Building,
to receive advertisements lor tins
is

poration.
Petition ol B. M. Roberts aud 57 others, levoters of the town of Stockton, in aid of

as

A

vanish !

k*

SIMPSON.

H.

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

Petition of Edwin Flye and 19 others, citizens of Damariscotta and Newcastle, asking
for an act to incorporate a Savings Bank.
Petition of Winterport Railroad Company
for alteration of the northern terminus of their
road, and authority to certain towns to aid in
its construction.
Petition of the Kuox aud Lincoln Railroad
Company for amendment of charter, to allow
an increase of the number of Directors.
Petition of John Mclntire to rebuild and
maintain his wharf at Rockport harbor.
Petition of Stephen G. Hodgdon for leave to
vxtend his wharf into the tide waters of Sbeepscot river.
Petition oi Wm. H. Hemingway and others,
for authority to erect and maintain a wharf iu
t le tide waters of Machias river.
Petition of the President and Directors oi
the ‘Athenieum Library” of Rockland, asking
tor a la v making valid the doings of said cor-

gal

1869.

FEBRUARY 4,

WIIjIaIAM

must

amusing.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING,

Ordered, that the Judiciary
Committee enquire and report if the number
of the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court,
may not be reduced, aud the pay of the remainder be increased.
In the House.

PETITIONS

3oumU.

tiq.ul'lknn

woes

This libel upon them is in accordance with
the narrow views of radicalism, which holds
that whatever is for the time the specia
of its uitack is the sole ill of life—

object

and that when it is overcome,

all othei

An

Old Adair Raked up.

Die New York

correspondent

of the Boston

Post, in noticing the conviction and sentence
of Blaisdell and Eckell, for whiskey frauds,
says
Blaisdell was President of the Distillers’ Association, organized a couple of years ago, to
help the revenue ollisers in detecting frauds,
and it was only a few months after the association was formed that the distillery of Blaisdell
and Eckel was seized for the very olfeuce that
Blaisdell pretended to be trying to suppress.
1 suppose
But this is not the reminiscence.
every one who read the newspapers at the time
of the Burdell murder, remembers how promiueutly John J. Eckel figured iu the investigaHe seemed to have
tion by Coroner Couery.
been an actor in all the scenes preceding and
succeeding the murder of Dr. Burdell, and it
was testified before the coroner, that the relations between Eckel and Mrs. Cunningham
were entirely too intimate, if the parties were
not married, and some went so far as to say
that Eckel personated Burdell iu the alleged
marriage to Mrs. Cuuuingham. He boarded at
the house in Bond street, and seemed to be
general director ot affairs iu the establishment.
If my memory does not play ine false, Blaisdell
also was mixed up in the Burdell-Cunningham
affair, and obtained a rather unpleasant notoriety during the coroner's investigation. When
it was all over, Mrs. Cunningham cleared out
and Eckel and Blaisdell were almost lost sight
of until they turned up in the distillery busiIt was fifteen months from the time theii
ness.
establishment was seized uutil their case was
brought on for trial. Their conviction followed
so promptly that every one was surprised, and
on Monday they were sentenced each to three
years' imprisonment—one iu the State Prison
at Sing Sing, and the other in the Penitential-)
1 wonder how they will be kepi
at Albany.
there.

party, saved the nation, and constitute, to- I
the only loyal inhabitants of ten states of to drain the celebrated Jacobs l.iiiie (Quarries,
it. is simply monstrous in its in- by tunnelling from tile west side of Camden
the union!
gratitude. ‘The colored troops fought nobly,’ harbor to the quarries, distant nearly hall a

don’t

can

day,

didn’t they ? Why not let them dance at the
j
celebration of their victories? Kealiy, I was
1
very much astonished when 1 heard the remark, uttered, as it was, In a gentleman who |
who ti.ul it directly and officially,
1 had hilly
expected to see the ponderous Sumner tripping
the light fantastic with a bespangled damsel of
African descent--the stately Chamber waltzing
with a fair mulatto, and the courtly Wade promenading with Helen’s beauty in a brow of
Egypt’—not to mention the soul-stirring scenes
of half-a-dozen boss barbers distributed here
and there in sweet flirtation with tin* wives and
daughters of radical senators,
“But ‘uo d—— d niggers admitted’ knocks
the poetry otilof the whole affair, and degrades
the ball into a shoddy exhibition, which no
loyal man should attend. Think of tho parly
that lias been raving like a set of inebriated
lunatics for four years to legislate negroes into
street cars, hotels aud private parlors, placarding their inauguration ball in this way I ‘O,
judgment thou art fled to brutish beasts,’ as
Mark Antony said under much slighter provocation than the bulletin of the radical ball com
mittee—‘Xo d—-d niggers admitted.”’
“Tile action of the radicals iu this instance
may serve to remind the reader of an incident
related in Boswell’s Life of Dr. Johnson. The
doctor had a female friend named Mrs. Maculay, wiio was a strenuous theoretical friend oi
what wis called the ‘leveling principle,' as the
doctrine of the perfect social equality of al! men
aud women, of whatever race or condition.
He thought lie would put her professions to ,i
practical test. So, one day, lie called on her
ut dinner time, accompanied by the radical
lady's stable boy. ‘Madam,’ said lie, T li ive at
last become a convert to your perfect equality
i have called to diue with you to day,
ideas,
and have Invited my very estimable friend, your
footman, to be one of our party.' I! isvvell relates that Mrs. M. was highly indignant at the
conduct of Dr. Johnson, and that all Irieudly
'■ relations between them unused in e iiisequeuee
j of this ‘practical joke.
Another
Falmouth
tors

lined.

sidering

liquor
House,

mid bus been made upon the
in Portland, and the proprie-

The landlords of the city are conclosing their doors to

the matter of

all and every kind of customers.

mile.

from h.‘>_

run cars loaded with rock
tliiough it.
Should this enterprise lie carried into execution, it will greatly enhance tin* present valm

quarries, and of many splendid kiln
privileges at Camden. It is estimated that it
can be cut through and put in
working order in

Mantou Marble has

worked

by Carieton Norwood

There is

&

Burgess

eclipse all other

nets

or

traps

now

in

use.

care

if I

Mir t

Portland

a

woman’s

rights

last

accounts

busy

iu

Weston

putting

one

was

in

ltaugor
killed ouly

so-

Vermont,

foot belore the other

A farmer in Minnesota recently found in a
singular position liis lost yearling bull, which
bad been missing for two weeks. He was lnuud
insideof a bay slack, wliieb bad probably raved
on him
while standing underneath its
verhanging shelter, lie had eaten his way thirtyfeet toward the < aer side, and when discovered
was within a few feet of “liberty and
light..
lie seemed loth to leave his hiding place and
and
fat.
emerged vigorous

supplied

seven

with bear moat

miles Iroin the city

a

long time

account

for the

tailing oh of speeches reported in tin
1'lut the mys
Legislative Journal this year.

tery is solved in the publishers’ notice, that
speccu makers will be charged lot the cost <d
I

l'ame

type-setting.

at

twenty-live

cents

a

square is Loo costly for aspirants.
!

a lJulfulo Express olllct
that gave
bad odor, was opened and found to con1 tain the
body ol a woman, who had been killed by a stall ill the region of the heart.
The

A trunk in

out

a

authorities

are

greatly

exercised over the mys-

tery.
lion. T. 11.

parts

ill

;u

Mi

to

gi

v «•

them

a

call.

it

time

some

during

the

course.

It

ol

great interest by large audi
the state during the present winter.

1'hom.i*, Master ot the Baptist Church in

this city, tendered hi* resignation to hi* people last Sab
bath

his labor* to terminate in

;

April

next.

gentlemen ot the Mniversalist Society
held a very pleasant sociable at City Hall, on Tuesday
evening. It was largely attended, a nice supper was
served, and dancing kept up till midnight.
The following officers ot the Marsh River
Lodge
Brooks, haw been eheted for the present year: H. H
M
Charles
Milley,
N'ealloy, S. \\\ ; Charles I’ierce, J
VY, True Bierce, Sec.; A. \V. Rich, Treus. ; David
Brackett, S. D. ; .1.1. Watts, J. 1).
Kmcrsou Watts*
Senior Steward Augustus Fogg, Junior Steward. Wm
Rowe, T.
The Home Insurance

Company, ot New York u state
which appears in this paper, is one
reliable companies in the country. Suwytr
•it Staple* an- agent* lor this vicinity.
ut of the affairs of

of the most

Henry S, Market has bought of Joseph Beau the

Mr.

house

on

Church street
lie will

former.

spring, and

great

public

Courtship,'

K*

m.

An acute observer has discovered that the
Grecian bend is not indulged In by ladies in
sii.lightened circumstances.
We couldn't for

all,

The ladies and

The California pioneers of ’in are to make a
grand trip Fast when the Paeitic. Railroad is
opened.
market is

aud

one

that the managers of the Lyceum have ur
with David Barker. K>»p to recite his poem,
“My
11:.

been listened t-> with

is

ema--

I

ot me," he says, “and she shall uevei want
help it.

At

h

the whole World

bought

can

vciy

will have a pleasant time.
Yours truly,
Pinti.

The other day, when tile steamer lireal. Rearrived from China, the San Francisco
Custom House detectives were on the alert as
usual for contraband opium.
Some circumstance attracted an officer's attention to a panel in the ceiling of a state room, aud further
investigation showed that the panel hail been
removed and neatly replaced witli screws. Tin
sequel was the discovery of some twenty thousand dollars' worth of opium in delicate packages, nicely stowed away in a place of concealment which none but a Chinaman would have
thought of.

'Vi l*

ranged

negro boy is in New Orleans, looking up his old mistress, who he has learned is
in need of assistance.
“She always took good

Johnson, the live landlord of Hie Bay View
House, intend paying him a complimentary
visit some lime during the week
and they will
11 ml him as all others hint him “always round.’

they

iu

friends,

our

o

A smart

The invention has not yet hern made public.
The Camden and Kockport friends of Mr.

No doubt

01

ciety of fearful earnestness. It is determined
that petticoats shall be equal to pantaloous.

l'liear that Capt, F. ,1. Piper lias invented an
apparatus for catching lobsters, that bids fair
to

<

and is now sole monarch of its columns.

less than two years, at a cost not to exceed
twenty thousand dollars. Tnesc quarries are
and

Bank has over 6d

Savings
depositors.

Simunt-m, Bros. & Co Hut they arc
dispensing their large and choice stock, at exceed
iiigly Ion price.', to crowds ot customers. We advho

still

Some miscreant poured water into tin* outside letter drop of the Farmington Post Otlic
one cold night, and in the morning the letters
were frozen to a solid mass.

of the

Co. and G. K.

|

alluir.

an

The Dexter

The tunnel is to be of sufficient dimen-

sions to

owned

link it much of

I’he Supreme Court is now considering tielegal lender act a ready “tender” subject.

it

■

lo'V

a

enrt

for several years occupied
the present buildings

by the

remove

there

a

handsome

In the

dwelling.

cadent, and a very vexatious one. to
key*. Isaac Allard, under our office, ha*
a set of punchc* lor
marking names on metallic tags f. r
attaching to key ting*. They are marked and sold tor 25
oiiimon

hunch

cent*.
1‘.

1

&,

< art.

ftoO tons

be otV in

to

are

setting

up tin train.' of

a

brig

|

July.

! ast week there

was a remarkable ebb and How ot the
harbor. Koeks seldom or never before seen
showed their heads above water. White .Sc McCilvery

tide in
took
od

our

advantage

of the invasion to Must
near their shipyard.

one

tiiat inter tor

with operations

The Lecture

Lyvki'.m.
do Patent.’'

I'he therm

Monday evening last, was
the subject of “The Walone for the treatment of which

oii

h\ Josyph Williamson, i

on

was

the lecturer has peculiar •{ualiticutlons, having
much time ami research to the history of this

given

region,

knowledge

and

ot

great extent and accuracy. ^1
ter reviewing
history of the discovery ot the contf
nent by Sebastian Cabot, who coasted its shores Iroiu

acquired

a

the

Cushing

islatlve documents.

has our Hunks for lea

Labrador

to

.lohn Mnith,

Albemarle
who made

Sound, and of Weymouth and
explorations of the rivers and

of

H>rs

i;

Maine, the
strictly

i*

patent

s

,oritie< of

to

a more

dotined

State

a

01

as an

Court Record.

par

.1

;i

iract

Si rrf.me Judicial Court.
Presiding.

open letter from the

Kingdom, making public,

certain fact.
may proclaim the exclusive right to

uti m
M

proceeded

to oil whom it may concern,

\\\

,m

lecturer

history of this region.

alar

or

Rosanna Smith

Lot-

a

a

ma.

bastardy.

of

of land.

Dickerson,
Wilkins.

vs.

Settled

Action

George
by compromise,

SPECIAL

J.

and de-

AND TROCHE

Wharfage and Storage,
On the
terms.

i3tf

fendant defaulted for $200. lie declined to pay,
and went to jail. Hoyle for plaint iff Jewett,

Among the grants by ilic Plymouth Council,about 1030
ihr Waldo or Muscongus Patent, extending from thg

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuft MANHOOD: HOW

NOTICES.

principal Wharf in

the

Inquire of

harbor,

at

A

reasonable

DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, vuiuuuuy
Liuaars,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deajncss, tie.
Physical Incapacity, Impediments
ccmiimi

soipsoi.

w. ii.

POWDER,

Dissolution of

HOW RESTORED!

LOST,

i.nruic..n

to

iiu-mui

i«

Marriage,

THE

uilu

etc. ; al-

so,Consumption, Epilepsy- and Fits, induced by selfAnd all Disorders resulting from COEDS in
indulgence or sexual extravagance.
9ST Price, in a sealed envelope, only 6 cents.
Tliroat and Vocal
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
This Remedy docs not “Dry up” a Catarrh but demonstrates from a thirty year’s successful practice,
business of Colcord, Mudgett & Co. will be eonlaOOWE.V* if; frees the liced of all offensive matter, that the alarming consequences of self-abuse may be rad- rpHE
X tieued from this date by the undersigned, under the
quickly removing Rad Ureath and Headache; allay* ically cured without the dangerous use of internal medi- style of Colcord, Berry & Co.
and »6oll««'» the hurnins* heat in Catarrh; is *so cine or the application of the knife; pointing out a mode
J. A. COLCORD,
of cure at once simple, certain and effectual, by means ol
mild and agreealile in its effects that it
N. I’.
positively

OWING TO THE PECUWf OMAN.—FEMALES,
j\ liar and important relations which they sustain,
river, and McLellan for defendant.
the peculiar organization, ami the offices they perforin,
counties ol Knox and Waldo*
,ii, .uding the present
A. G. Jewett vs. Walter Nichols.
Replevin are subject to many sufferings. Freedom from these
tin islands, and Troy, Burnham, Palermo and
contribute in no small degree to their happiness and welof cow, conveyed to W. H. Mason, as surety
fare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so,
: Liberty
This was afterwards parcelled out
for professional services and expenses. Refer- but no one of these various female complaints can long
g jo associates, among whom was Gen. Samuel Walwhich every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
be suffered to run on without involving the general
Decision for plaintiff who health of the individual, and ere long producing permavaluable services rendered in pcrleeting the red to the Court.
to
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
iC^Cures without
Nor
is
it
and
decline.
nent
sickness
&ir" This Lecture should be in the hands of every
premature
pleasant
:n Kngland, Gen. Waldo received one half the whole
Nicker- to consult a
is to pay $l’5. McLeliun for plaintiff
and every man in the laud.
A a a Tntclic Powder, is pleasant to the
physician for the relief of these various delitaste, youth
He engaged actively in developing the resources
Sent
under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
and
the
most
cate
only upon
affections,
urgent necessity and never nauseates when swallowed, instantly gives to
son for defendant.
will a true woman so far sacrifice her greatest charm as the Throat and Vocal urcans a
postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or tw'O post stamps.
-untry,
1‘lirough his means colonists from Lufor
Suit
vs. W. II.
McLellan.
Sides
Isaac
Dr.
The
sex
will
then
thank
us
tor
Culverwell’s“ Marriage Guide,” price 25 cents.
do
this.
in
to
Also,
placing
settled on the lands, and among them the Gcr
Address the Publishers,
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
their hands simple specifics which will be found efficaOne of the daughters ol Gen* $110 deposited with defendant by the friends
,n colony at Waldofeoro'.
121
iu
and
one
of
those
cious
Bowery Nfew York, Post Office Box 4,.*WO.
relieving
curing almost every
married Fluker, the t olonial Secretary of Massa' of one Gilman, as surety for professional ser- troublesome complaints peculiar to the sex.
Iyr30
Is the best You K Tonic in the world!
IIelmboi.d’s Extra* r or Buciiu. Hundreds suffer
11 nker 's daughtei became the wile of Gen
fiM'to
Sides claimed that on in silence, and hundreds of others apply vainly to
vices and becoming surety
Try it! Safo, Reliable, and only 05 cts.
L’< \ulutionary army. Knox afterwards
n
House Lot For Sale.
and doctors, who either merely tantalize them
been robbed by Gilman, and that the druggists
Suld by Druggists, or mailed irec. address,
other proprietors, and became, with hi* lie had
with the hope ot a cure or apply remedies which make
Ugl,i ,mi! if
a very aesirame Duuaiug lot, on uourt
wum a co„
(
money was intended to remunerate him. Ver- them worse. I would not wish to assert anything that
sole owner, lie built a magnificent mansion a
!«.
Street, (opposite the residence of Preswould do injustice to the afflicted, but lam obliged to
Projir'N,
f*liilu.l<>l|,liiu.
cott
entertained
his
in
where
he
JewHazeltine.) It will be sold at a barfor
companions
dict for defendant,
naston,
plaintiff.
Perrigo
say tint although it may be produced from excessive exG. C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST
Wholesale Agents
gain. Apply to HENRY S. PARKER.
haustion of the powers of life, by laborious employment,
und illustrious foreigners, among them Louis Phil. ett for defendant.
& BIRD, M. s. BURR A CO., WEEKS & POTBROS.
Feb. 2, 1809.
Belfast,
2ra30
unwholesome air and lood, profuse menstruation, the use
.,i'i-• his brothers, while in exile,Talleyrand and othTER. Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PHILThis was ail indict- ot tea and coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oftencr
State vs. Maria Carr.
&
&
PERKINS
LIPS
tY.
J.
Portland.
CO.,
■)>
to
Thorndike’
t'
CO.,
lands were mortgaged
Ip
caused
direct irritation, applied to the mucous memFor sale by all Druggists in Belfast.
croton oil. The Coun- brane otbythe
lyyplg
itself.
sof Boston, who foreclosed, and sold ment for administering

\
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ongus river,

at

Waldoboro’,

Head,

to the Penobscot

Organs.

CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

F. W.

Sneezing !^B

\

man

l*r»

oti,

named Me Phersoii had his hand blown off
■

«

-r-

ly injured by the explosion ot

a

an

blast

d

iaili"id Lt.-’ Tuesday.

tin

vicwjof the case,

oil

son

j

on

William-

petition. Poglcr.

and Abbot.

State

vs.

of liquor.

Ayer and wife. Indictment for sale
Respondent plead guilty, and case

Who is Suo Murphy ?
continued for sentence. Boyle. Perrigo.
A boy named Hayes, convicted of breaking
Vlniost every day for the last two weeks
e
telegraph has informed us that the Sen- and entering the store of Amos Storer, was
been engaged in discussing a claim sentenced to the State Prison for two and half
i.referred against the government by Miss years.
i,
Who is Sue Alurphy? and
Suit for
Dennis Ring vs. H. N. Lancester.
Alurphy.
hat is the amount and nature ot her claim, wages as hired man.
Referred to Court.
Deat it should occupy so much valuable time, cision for plaintiff $15.
McLellan for plaintiff.
.d call furih such an abundance of talk? Abbot for defendant.
1 nesc questions have frequently been asked
late, and some of our contemporaries,
Amongst Atlantic Cables, steam navigation and
v- were in a position to find out what eve- those progressions of science and art that mark the
nineteenth
century, not the least useful are Dr.
h desires to know, have kindly volAyer’s medieines. They take rank among the ben•.
Sue
ivd to answer them.
efactions of mankind, from the rapidity and cerFirst, then,
with which they care. Try Ayer’s Cuf.rirphv is a good looking young lady of tainty
uy Pectoral on a cough and it is gone.
TVhat
a
or
and
resident
thereabouts,
"iiy-two,
skin diseases or impurities of the blood withstand
It seems that early Ayer’s Sarsaparilla? Aykr’.s Pills are the
atur, Alabama.
of a purgative—every family should have
war, a certain piece of property, in*! perfection
them, as almost every family does. Not a trifle to
line a house, was seized by the federal he thankful for are good medieines and the knowl■is at Decatur and converted into a sort
edge iiow to use them for protection from disease.
These Dr. Ayer’s preparations and publications fur; tortif. ;ition,
subsequently destroyed, aud nish, and we do not hesitate to commend them.
■! at the
property belonged to .Miss Murphy. [St. Louis Leader.
en
aged about sixteen, who uow applies to
The fame of the celebrated Plantation Bitg verumeut to pay her the sum of seven ters has no parallel in the history of Medicine.
isand dollars, her legal aud eonstitu- The thousands upon thousands of bottles that are
made and sold daily is but the proof positive of
mil dues.
There is no question about their wonderful virtues.
Thousands of Certificates
destruction of the properly in the mau- can be produced showing the efficacy and certainty
of tiie cures which they effect, and the Medical
"i
stated, and not until within a day or
Fraternity, usually so jealous of anything which
"o has there
been any question as to the causes persons to think and doctor tor themselves,
are compelled to acknowledge their wonderful vlrof
nor
the
does
there
wnership
property,
tuer, and prescribe them under other names.
a cm to he a reasonable doubt ou that
point They are sold by ail druggists.
'•v.
It is true that Senator Sumner lias
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best im:
duced a letter trom some person iu Ala- ported German Cologne, and sold at half the price.
mia, iu which her ownership is denied ; hut
Many people, particularly children, suffer witli
.lie majority of the Senators appear to be
the ear ache ; and for the benefit of such we give a
sure lint simple remedy. Put in two or three
drops
'iitisiied that the lady’s title is a good and
of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, stop the ear
did one.
Why, then, all this discussion? with undressed wool, bathe the feel in warm wabefore going to tied, and keep the head warm
Why this interminable talk over the claim ter
at. night.
of a young girl, the sum total ofwhici does
>i exceed the
Segcr, who keeps a superb stock
paltry sum of seven thousand ofCapt. Charles
livery horses in Portland. Me., informed us redials? There are two reasons.
First, it
cently that he uses Sheridan’s Caoalry Condition
alleged tu’ certain grave and “truly loil” Powders regularly in his stables, and that the expense is more than offset by t he diminished amount
■nators that the lady v. as a “rebel,” aud
of grain necessary to keep liis horses always in good
s
allegation, which does not seem to order.
any foundation intact—since at the
Beauty and Vigor. Speers “Standard Wine
w irst, the
Indy was tot) young to have Bitters,” is a cordial that will restore the inanimate
l v; Tiled any
very decided political opiu- pulse of suffering females, and invigorate their sys•is—has been a subject of much anxious tems to Health and Beauty. Give them a trial and
you will have the proof of what we say. It is a
v
t
ou the part
of such patriots as pleasure to recommend such a bona
fide article to
harles Sumner ami liosooc Conklins. suffering humanity.
Sold by Druggists.
< • rant, who
•ii
years ago inquired into j
matter, is satisfied that the lady wasloy- I Our household divinities make it a subject of congratulation with one another, that since washing
and she has produced a letler written
by J and house-cleaning are evils which must be enduril which iliis satisfaction is
expressed. ed, their lot has been east in the land and the day
tviih tire testimony of several other ar- of the Steam Refined Soaps.
11V officials who were in a position to know
1 about her
BELFAST PRICE (IRREAT
loyalty, has been submitted
t
( ORRKCTEI) WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
the Senate, and,after weeks ot debated
her "loyalty” seems to have been establishBelfast, Wednesday, February 3,180‘J.
So far, then, there is no reason
to
10 Round Ilog,
ed.
Flour,
12 to 13
why Corn
1.20 to
O.OO.'Clear Salt Fork, $31 to 34.00
Meal,
the claim should not he allowed.
But Rye Meal,
2.00 to
0.00'Mutton per lb,
5 to
7
1.76 to
O.Ou Lamb per lb,
0 to
8
Rye,
'here i.- .-lit! anotoer objection to
paying Corn,
1.20 to
0.00! Turkeys, per lb,
20 to 25
die »-veu thousand
1.25 to
1.30,Chickens per lb,
17 to 20
dollars, and that is the Bailey,
3.25 to
20 to
00
Beans,
3.75;Ducks, per lb,
earing which its allowance would have on j Oats,
SO to
85 Hay per ton,
$10 to 13
05 to
d-e general question of claims
1.50 to 0.00
Potatoes,
00,'Lime,
Southern
by
j Dried Apples, lo to
l2:Wanhed Wool,
38 to 42
5o to
loyalists” lor property taken or destroyed ; Cooking,
75,Unwasbed Wool, 28 to 30
35
to
45 to 00
Butter,
v
the Federal forces
40;Pulled Wool,
during the war. Cheese,
Is to
22 Hides,
y to
uo
! hese, it is
33
to
35
Calf
17 to 00
supposed by some, would, Fggs,
Skins,
20 to
23 Lamb Skins,
76
Lard,
to
1.25
amount, at tile very least, to the sum ot j Beet,
0 to
11 Wood, hard,
G.00 toS.OU
1.00 to 125 Wood, soli,
•oii,i’ liqOOO, though Senator Wilson
4.u0 to0.00
pro- Apples, Baldwin,
••
s-ws o believe that the amount of claims
1 hat vv ould be
made, including claims like
1IOMTOX lMlOKK K 1HARHET,
that of M iss Murphy, lias been greatly
Monday, Feb. 1, 1809.
v
er-estiniated, and “probably would not ID ri'KK. We quote common Western at 30 a 35c:
< unatlian
ehoic**
4'»a42e; common New York and Ver.weed 810,000,000 or 812,000,000 in all.”
mont dairies 42 a 44c; extra tall dairies at 44 a
40c per lb.
However this may be, it is claimed by some
CHEESE. The market is firm, with a fair
inquiry from
and sales arc made .it lull prices. We quote farm
jobbers
'hat the* amount is
altogether larger than dairies at 18 a 2oc per lb. with some fancy dairies selling
as high as 22c per lb.
the country can afford to
pay, and so a
Fke.su Meats. The cool weather of
to-day has imaim which has been shown to be just, and parted more life to trade in fresh meats, and
with the ex
oi inferior Mutton, quotations are well sustained.
'hid. ought to be honestly met, is referred ception
We quote Dressed Hog- at 15 a 10c. Brighton Beet•a *k to a
Fore quarters 9 a 12c; hind quarter* 14 a 18c. Country
committee, as the most conven- Mutton
1 a 10c.
ient way to get rid of it,
Some of the ReEggs. There is an active demand for eggs, and the reare
ceipts
largely in excess of the wants of the trade. We
publican Senators object to paying this class
quote Iresh laid 35c per dozen, and limed eggs as unsalable.
*1 claims at
Beans. There is never a large demand in this market for
all, pleading the pov erty of the
Beans, and as the receipts of this
itiiitrv is a reason, but the Democrats, Medium
description
have been quite heavy, the market i* dull, and some fair
ho are unable to see the difference be- lots have been sold
at $3 5o; holders
generally,
■

1

••

■

repudiating them and repudiating the
public debt, are to a man in favor of their
liquidation. Let .Sue Murphy be paid,even
we have to borrow tlie
money to do it. ;
"I let all other
just claims be paid as well.
here is no reason why the
money changers
1 tlie North should
handle the government
inds in preference to the
“loyal” men and
women ot ihe. South
“Kqual and exact
justice’' should he the motto of the government, as well as the motto of the Democrat*
**

v

•i

are

n

l“urty.

[Bridgeport

1

Farmer.

hin* quiet neighborhood of
Brooklyn Heights
1
was thrown into excitement on Satur•lav by a genuine sensation—an elopement in
igh life. The Sun states the principals to be
'he wife of a cotton brokep* in Broad
street,
*1'w York, and a hoh of a
wealthy grain merchant of Chicago. The woman was a Baltimore belle, hut made, as it
appears, of bad
metal. About eighteen months ago she was
wooed and won, and was married at her father’s
house. The couple boarded awhile in New
f ork, hut
tiring ol this kind of living, they
hired a house oil Ilic.ks street,
Brooklyn, where
they resided very comfortably and happily,
and
visiting
being visited by friends from ail
quarters. Amoug the visitors was MrTomlinan
sou.
ultimate friend of the
husband, who
treated him as a brother. After repeated calls,
I umlinsou iound his attachment to his friend’s
wife and ids love for- her
society growing
warmer, and, as the sequel showed she <»eu”
The
faithful husband
erously reciprocated.
doubted not his wife's fidelity nor his friend’s
integrity until he read the following note left
"ii Ids table ou
Saturday afternoon :
■

h.Vn HUAI

GIITON,

CAMBRIDGE

AND

MEDFORD

Wednesday, Jan. 27. 1809.
At Market this week, 2183 cattle; 7554
sheep. Last
week, 008 cattle, 7987 sheep, 100 swine.
From Maine, 221 cattle, 05 sheep.
Beeves—Extra qual
First qual

..

PRICES.
$13.50 a 14.00 ) Per 100 lbs.
12.50
11.25

....

a

ou

good demand.

Hides—Brighton,

perib.

Te kiosk.

j

a

13.25
12.25
11.00

j

the total weight
Second do
a
of hide, tallow &
I bird do.9.50 a
) dressed beef.
Poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, &c., $0 00 a 9 00.
Working Oxen.—nominal—Extra, $225 a 300. Handy steers, $125, 150, 100 a 175. The demand was light and
trade for workers very dull.
Milch Cows—Extra, $85 a 110; Ordinary, $45 a 80;
Store Cows, $35 a 50.
Stoke Cattle—Yearlings $18 a 28; 2-yr olds, 29 a 45;
3-yr olds, 45 a 05, or according to their value lor beef.
Sheep—In lots by the head, $2, 2 25,2 50 2 75 a 3;
extra and selected, $3 50 a 7 00, or f rom 4 to 7 1-2 cts
per lb.
The sheep trade has been good—prices remain firm with
....

AIOKNINU.

The husband at once made inquires at sev
rid of the steamship olflees, aud ascertained
that his wife and her paramour had sailed for
Europe on the steamer City of Antwerp. The
wife took with her jewelry valued at about
$10,000 aud a number of other valuables, aud
about $30,000 in money.

some very choice
Beans are firm at $4

lots are held at
$3 75 per bush. Pea
lor good lots of
Western, and $1 12 a 4 25 for choice hand-picked Maine
ami \ ermont beans.
.Sales of yellow eyes have been
made at $3 02 per bush. Canada Peas sell at $1 70 a 2
per
bushel, as to quality.
Grass Seeds. Jted Top is without change. We quote
Herds Crass at $3 37 a 3 Oo per bush; Western Clover
14 1-2 a 15c; New York do 15 a 10c; new Red
Top $1 per
sack; old do do $2 a 3.
Dkikd Apples. Prices are firm, and there is
quota*
bly no change. We quote Eastern sliced at 14 a 15c; do
quartered 13 a 14c; New Y'ork quartered 12 1-2 u 13 l-2c,
and Southern at 10 a 11 l-2c per lb.
V eg eta isi.Ks. The receipts of Potatoes continue more
than equal to the demand, and the market is dull at 75 a
80c for Newr Y ork Jackson whites, and 80 a 85c for Maine
potatoes Onions are tirm at $9 per bbl, and occasional
sales are made at $9 50 per bbl.
Fiu pi s. Apples are looking up a little, and with more
inquiry the market is firm at $1 per bbl. lor Eastern Baldwins, and $1 50 for Greenings and Sweet Apples. Assorted Western fruit sells at $5 per bbl.
Pot ltky. Choice Turkeys sell
by the package at 2lc
per lb; choice Chickens at 25 a 20c; good poultry at 20c,
and common do at 15 u 17c per lb.
Hay. The market continues dull, with small sales at
$20 a 21 per ton for prime Eastern or Northen by the carload. and $19 a 20 per ton by the cargo; inferior qualities
sell at $15 a 17 per ton,

AT BRI

Ukah Charlie—I must to-day bid you good-by lor
ever.
To*d:iy 1 leave your house, never again to return.
1 cannot help it. For a long time I have loved Jo in
iuy
Heart, and I know he loves me. When this]reaches you
1 will be on my
way across the sea. Your once loving

*

however,

asking $3 02, and

10

a

101-2; Country, 10

a

10 1-2 cts

Tallow—Brighton, 8a 9 cts; Country,7 1-2a8c per lb.
Sheep and Lamiis—Extra and selections, $4 to 7
per
head or from 5 1-2 to 7 l-2c
per lb.; common giades. by
the lot. $] 02, 2
00, 3 00, and 3 50 per head,
bHKKI* Skins. $1 00al 50; Lamb
23c
Skins,

perib.

Securities and Valuables.

of this Company is
Company, incorporated in 1853,

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS,

UNION

unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions ot the
liver like Schcnck’s Mandrake Pills.
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes
of Consumption.
Sehenek’s Seaweed funic is a gentle stimulant and
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
preparation is made ol, assists the stomach to throw out
the gastric juice to dissolve tlm lood with the Pulmonic
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentation or souring of the stomach,
1 lie great icuson why physicians do not eure Consumption is, they try to do too much; they give medicine to stop the cough, to slop the
chills, to stop night
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
whole digestive powers, locking up the
secretions, and
eventually the patient sinks and dies.
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not
try to stop a
cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause,
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can
be cured of Consumption, Liver
Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Catarrh, Canker, l Icerated Throat, unless the liver and
stomach are made healthy.
If a person has consumption, of course the
lungs in
some way arc diseased, either
tubercles, absesses, bronchial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the
are a mass
lungs
of inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases what
must be done <
11 is not only the lungs that are wasting,
but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the
only chance is to take Dr. Sclienck’s three medicines,
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the
patient
will begin to want lood, it will
digest easily ana make
good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and
as soon as tin* body
begins to grow, the lungs commence
to heal up. and the patient gets
fleshy and well. This is
the only way to cure Consumption.
W lien there is no lung disease and only Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Rids arc sufficient, without the Pulmonic
Syrup,—
lake tlie Mandrake Pillfreely in all bilious complaints,
as they are perfectly harmless.
I)r. Schenck, who has enjoyed
uninterrupted health for
many years past, and now weighs •JJf> pounds, was wasted away to a men- skeleton, in the
very last stage ot Pulmonary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. He
was cured by the aforesaid
medicines, and since his recovery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr.
Schcnck’s preparations with the same remarkable success.
1-nil directions accompany each,
making it not absolutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
wish their lungs examined, and tor this purpose he ia
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Saturday, where all letters tor advice must be addressed.
He is also professionally tit No. 32 Bond Street, New
\ ork, every other Tuesday, and at No. 33 Hanover
Street,
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice tree,
but for a thorough examination with his
Respironieter
the priceA a. Office hours at each city from y A. M. to
3P.M.
■ 1"
in Mir
ininoiin' syrup aim Seaweed
I onic each
81.5U pi r bottle, or $7.50 a halt' dozen. Mandrake Fills
25 cents a box. it. (
GOODWIN & CO., is Hanover
street, Huston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug

Spirits,'Disorganization

\1

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
(Opposite

1
BOSTON

rFHiE Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in announeing that they have secured the services of the
eminent and well known Dr A. it. 11AYES, late Surgeon U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College ol
Physicians and Surgeons, &e.
This Institution now publishes the popular medical
book entitled

‘‘The

of JLitV

or

Skt*lf-

rreservation,’' written by Dr Ilayes. Jt treats upon
the Errors of Youth, Premature decline oi Manhood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and
Abuses of the Generative okoaxs.
Thirty thousand copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for every man,—young men iu particular. Price only $1.00.
This Institute has just published the most perfect treatise ot the kind over offered the public, entitled, ••Sexual Pliyniology of Woman, anil llrr llig«a«e«,” profusely illustrated with the very best engravings. This book is also from the pen of Dr. llayt s.
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mystery ot Lite,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to
Woman,—Marriage,—General Hygcine *of Woman,—
Puberty,—Change ot Life,—Excesses ot the Married,—
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French cloth,
$‘LOO; Turkey Morocco, full gilt, $3.50. Kith* r of these
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price.

The "I'eahml) Journal of Health.
a lir-t
class paper in every respect,—8 pages, 3U columns,—published on the 1st of February, and every month during
the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts. Specimen copies sent free to any address, on application to
the Peabody Medical Institute.
Albert II. II ayes, M. D., Resident and Consulting

1

gists.

Iy20

Physician.

tIn*

In this city, .'Kith ult., by Rev, W. <>.
Thomas, Mr.
Peter Newell, and Miss Mary Gary, botli of this
city.
In West Winterport, Jan.
Gilbert L. Curtis,
Estj., Mr. Thaddeus Baddershall of Brewer and Miss
Martin L. Curtis ot Winterport.
In Brooklin, Jan. 18th, Robert W.
Condon, to Miss
Flora F. Roberts, both of Brooksville.
In Sedgwick, Jan. L’Jd, Mr. Charles N. Chat to, to Miss
Celia I.. Hale, both of Brooksville.
In Bluehill,Mr. Danforth P.
Staples of Surry, to Miss
Sarah A. Candage, of Bluehill.

IBiifclifr,

14th,'by

let the Doctor go. Use our SONOMA WINE HITTERS, and you will be ready the moment the dinner bell
rings. C. A. RICHARDS CO., DO Washington street,
And

Boston.

UlAOEU.
11 you want to be really and honestly hungry, so that
good simple lood will taste tjoud, use C. A. Richard's
SONOMA WINE BITTERS. They are sold by grocers
and druggists generally.

SCIEiWlFlCALLl PUEIMRED.
The SONOMA WINE BITTERS are composed of

[Obituary notices, beyond

ar-

bepaid for. \

TO THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE.

One
Dying should arrest the attention
ot Young Men in our community,
where so many are sinking under that long array of evils
that arise from that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and
other indiscretions and youthiul indulgences. Listen,
Young Men, ere it is too late, and suffering in enervated
youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit
which undermines the bodily health and the mental powei s. Remember and seek the true physician, DR. FREDERICK MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston.
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring
symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible
of Weakness in the Back and Limbs, Loss and Prostration ol the Animal I unctions and Muscular l'owcr, Derangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such
as Weakness ot Mind, Alienation and Loss ot
Memory,
ltestles.mess in Sleep, Confusion of Ideas, Depression of
Spirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude,a Longing lor
Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
of Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasiness, Headache, and a degree 01 Insanity almost terminating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
no lalse delicacy deter you from the wise course.
Goto
Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission
and other terrible inflictions from this fruitful cause oi
disease.
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Complaints and others of a similar nature, have no fears of
the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is
the voice of experience, and lie has cured more cases
than any other living physician,—he has administered to
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
safe, speedy and infallible. A peilect cure is guaranteed,
and a radical cure is always effected.
'File Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure
cure lor all Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever
offered for sale in this city. These Drops arc acknowledged to be the best in the world lor removing obstructions and producing regularity in all cases of Female IrSuppressions, &c., &c., whether originating
from cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild
safe and sure, and the most conv incing proofs of their
virtues are the beuelits which have been realized by the
alllicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained ac my
office, No. 48 Howard Street. Boston, with directions lor
All letters attended to, and medicines,
use.
directions,
&.C., forwarded immediately.
lylasp
Wohd
IJ wake
the alarm

to the

and

THE

must

Is

:

Amount of Losses

unpaid.

versal satisfaction.

Feb. 1st—Schr

Orozimbo, Gilmore,
2d—Schr Gem, Arey, Vinalhaven.
Jan. 2stil—Schr
leb. 2d—Sehrs

;

Helen

Boston.

Total amount of Losses, Claims Sc Liabilities.
$100,837 48
The greatest amount insured on any one risk is
$75,000,
but will not as a general rule exceed $10,000.
The Company has uo general rule as to the amount allowed to be insured in any
towm, village or block,
being governed in this matter, in each case, by the general character of buildings, width of streets, facilities for
putting out tires, &c.
A certified copy of the Charter or Act of Incorporation,

city,

as

amended, accompanied

Loan
Loan

on
on

Collateral.
Personal Security,

^as,L
Oliice

Furniture,
Agents’ hands,
Accrued Interest,
Premium4* in

ME

CAREEI i.

75

$104,800 00
11,552 50-$110,352

50

Surplus,

$53,479
$4,019,250

ltisk,

Amount at

2vtf

acres
on the

land.

of

premises,
S,

19
uo

Also, a PAINT and VARNISH REMOVER, which
will remove the hardest and oldest paint from any surface in about thirty minutes, without injuring the wood
making it unlit to receive new or fresh paint.

or

Shop

on

Wanliing-ton It. Belfast,

Me.

15. GILLUM.

some

ol the salve for
was

noised abroad
kinds

clean

her,

and

*

she used

whole.’

it, and hi

a

This wn&feoo*

among the neighbors; cases of varloua
and repeated applications for tliu salvu

multiplied,

made to me; and from that day to this I have
p«u
considerable quantities of it. chiefly for tho use of ttw>
citizens oi my own city.
1 have repeatedly been solicited t introduce It W
general public, but being under no necessity of doing anything of the kind from pecuniary considerations, anil
foreseeing many difficulties In the way of introducing it
were

up

well as the fact, if successful in convincing the publUi
of its reul value, the market would soon be flooded with

as

on

of

Sheriff

C. fiFATU.

January

A

MORTGAGES.
unincumbered Kcal Estate,

Bowery Nat. Bank, N. Y.
Hartford & New Haven
Kailroad Co.,
Hartford

Carpet Co.,
Bank,

Cush Loans on Stocks and
Cash due for Premiums,

K?“‘Estate,

$80,800.00

22,000.00
67,505.00

$54 0U3.70

ol

53,115.40
123 900 00
til

1*562

THIS

$686,960.06

LIABILITIES.
Unsettled losses,.$43 447.12
S. WOODRUFF, Pres’t.
K. WORTHINGTON,
S. G. PARSONS, Sec’y.
Vice President.
COX dc FIELD, Ageuls, Belfast.

FOR SALE.
bCHR. “EBEN HERBERT” about 11*
UtoDS, old measurement, carries 80 J* lumI ber, well found in
Sails, Rigging. Chains,
f Anchors, &c. Enquire of
S. H, JACKSON, Tenants Harbor,
fc
I

mxu

j

Court

of the

District of

any person

reading

my

certificates,

attested

as some

tures of

son

will

never

be

wrought

without it.

circulars, recommendations and
of them are by the ut$|uu
of the best citizens of Rockland, should

some

1

no

salve extant like uu>u,
were know* no pm

mendations.

Yarmouth, July w, ltktf.
M v Dear Miss Sa \v y er
1 received your kind lotto*
and after a little while I got your halve. It hug dona m*
a great deal of good and I think it will soon cur* me
ft
removes all inflammation and soreness, aie* I do **i
know what l shall do witiiout it.
1'here is nothing lik*
it, for I had tried everything I heard of. and nothing did
me any good.
I had prepared many salves myself, bat
they did not benefit me. My residence isiu Philudelphis.
I have been in Yarmouth lor some time, with my
ter, but shall probably return home this lull, I shall
want several dozens of your good halve when 1 go hack,
r recommend it wherever I go, and have already intro
deced it into many families. My occupation Is very »rvJ
ing. I have been a nurse for many years. Mv health
failed me so much last winter that 1 feared l suonlil be
obliged to give up business; but through the merer *t
my Heavenly Father, 1 have thus fur been abl* to oti
tinue my work. I often meditate upon His goodness to
mi*.
Although we are personally strangers, l hop*, nsy
dear Miss hawyer, that in spirit we are not. Your God
is my God, and we are both striving for
better horn* lu
Heaven. 1 trust 1 shall have the
of seeing you
before my return, as you spoke of coming this way »oou.
Your affectionate friend,
hAKAli A. FK Eli BO 11*.

4uugl^

liASkutpta.

COBB, individually

could

if the

Ingredients of it
proportion them properly.

even

Those who would know further the efficacy and value of
this salve, are at liberty to address any of the parUiw
whose names are attached to the circulars and reco*

NOTICES.

United/

once

doubt the efficacy and value of ting salve.
I expect that spurious Imitations, and sulvcs
j arpwtd
ing to be superior, &c., will be offered to tin* public, un4

H. J. ANDERSON. J1
am:**

|
|

pleasure

and

'•
Maine.
\
In the matter of JOSEPH FURBISH,
Bankrupt.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
presented to the Court, this fifth day of December,
A. D. 1868, by JOSEPH FURBISH of Rockland in said
District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to
have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under
the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition, it is
ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon the same
on the first Monday of April, A. D., 1809, before the
Court in Portland, in said District, at ten o’clock, A. M.
and that notice thereof bo published in the Rockland
Free Press and the Republican Journal,
newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three weeks
and that all creditors who have proved their debts ami
other persons iu interest, may appear at said time and
place, and shew cause, ii any they have, why the prayer
at said Petition should not be grunted.
WM. P. PREBLE
Clerk of District Court for said District,
3w26*

States.

it

1 wish all to know that there is

IS TO

District

-.Sojoooioo
ac-

use

Many recommendations of it from persons residing
different States could b< given if it were deemed advi-

and that

GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
JL been presented to the Court, this fifth day of December, A. D. 1868,by ALFRED B. COBB of Rockland, in
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a lull discharge from ail his debts provable
under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual and as a
partner of the firm of A. B. Cobb & Co., consisting of
ttie Petitioner and one dob P. Ingraham, and upon reading said Petition, it is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon tin same, on the first Monday of April,
A. D., 1869,before the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be
published in the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three weeks, and that all creditors who have
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said lime and place, and shew cause if any they
have, why the prayer of said Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE.
granted.
3w28*
Clerk of District Court for said District.

11,400.00
18,00o.oo

...

It has

“In placing it before the public, great eonfldcaco le
felt that it will meet with a cordial reception.
II the people had not been so
frequently and so gr*«*i
ly imposed upon, it would seem very strange to tau tlwu

PERSONS indebted to me by note or account,
requested to call and settle immediately anil

j

Furniture, 10,823.28

*»>

are

In the matter of ALFRED B.
and as partner, Bankrupt.

40,500.00
31,800.00

Bonds,

cares

are many who would pay a
great price for tt if they
could not obtain it without. This,
however, Is needles*,
as it is brought within the reach of all.

tr_'7

District Court of the United ) ...
is
Status, District of Maine.

17,300.00

...

u4

and hp*

There

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

$15,048.00

course

of the

mo

sable.

milE next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County of
_A_ Waldo, wii. be held at the olliee of the Register of
Probate, in Belfast, on the sixteenth day of February,
A.L). 1809, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
PETER Til AC FI E K.
Register in Bankruptcy, 5th Cong. Dist., Me.
24tf.
Belfast, Dec. 10, 1808.

All other property of the Co.,
consisting of
crued Interest and Kents, and Office

3w28

EL

rpiIIS

....

Every day, almost, 1 hear
wonders it is doing.

Hfiod

e

exceedingly gratifying* do

surprise me, lor 1 know whut It did for
done for my neighbors.

County.

1, i»09.

BANKRUPTCY

$34,299.00
11,448.00
31,025.00
19,080.00
1,000.00

Hartford,
Importers’& Traders’Nat.
Bank New York,
Fourth Nat. Bank, N. Y.
American Exchange Nat.
Bank, New York,

to me,

not

SALE.

Knov

thereby save cost.
Belfast, Dec. 19, 1SGS.

$500,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.,

Its efleet8 in the hands of those who h:t>

though remarkable, and

THOMAS B. GROSE,
For further
Waldo Ave-

PUTNAM FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,

300
100

and PAPER
HANGING executed in the best and neatest
Style,
Carriages and Blinds painted at a lower price, than at any
other shop in this city.

or

few weeks she

in Xorthport, one mile from Satthe Beech LI ill road, containing
about one hundred acres ot as good laud a.; there is in
Waldo County; cuts about twenty tons of hay; has a
good House and E; finished throughout, with Barn and
Sheds, Carriage House, Work-shop and Blacksmith .'"hop;
well fenced; plenty of never-failing water and plenty ot
wood for the use of tlie place. Will be sold on reasonable terms with stock and fanning tools, it desired. ApDAVID DRINKWATER.
ply, on premises, to
Nortbport, Jan. Is, ESG9.

January 1st 1809.

300

GILDING,

Sails,
Apply

FOR

4W*

Nat. Bank, Hartford,
American National Bank,

GRAINING, GLAZING,

cured me. I have had but one attack since, wheat
three applications drove it away. These statements can be substantiated by many of the citizens u1
Rockland conversant with the facts.
‘‘
Some time utter I got about, one of my neighbors
children was sadly tullicted with scrolulous sores upon
hands and arms, which rendered them entlroly useless,
two

Cable and Fishing Gear.
to K. It. GARDNER,
Bucksport, Me.

PAY! PAY! PAY!!

26, I860.

280

I3 winter.

disooeqC

cnlargemeiS

entirely

“Those who

WANTED.

transmission,

|

to

began to compound them, and continued my experiments until success crowned my endeavors. Thu
salve which I now offer to the public was the result, it*
application dispelled the inflammation, eased the pain,
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short timu

i made

AGENTS lor the sale ol FAIRBANKS
w SPRING BED BOTTOM.
For further information Inquire of E. A. Pendleton & Co.. Robinson
House, Bucksport, Me.
L. A. PENDLETON & CO

Trn:

ORNAMENTAL

my leet and ankles becamu very much

inflammatory rheumatism, leading

case, I

MAI1E.

POST OFFICE ADDRESS, ROCK PORT, ME.
Precepts must be accompanied with good indemnifying bonds, also security for fees and costs.

lSTK-*« pbessks

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,

the is

years,

seriously feared that I should be a (Tipple for life, 1
tried almost everything that promised benetlt. Rut
medicines of the day, pain-killers,
panaceas and liuimeuts,
ail failed to give me permanent relief.
Necessity is the mother of invention.’ I set myseM
to work, at last, to see what I could
myself devise for my
malady. Having some knowledge of the curative properties of various things that seemed to me
adapted to my

l'AKM situated
\
jtV urday Cove, on

Farm for Sale.
A house and 12

Agents and iu

SIGN

Rockland, and has been

resident ot

limbs. 1 suffered great, and sometimes excruclat
nig pain. Sly muscles were so swollen and contracted
that I could not walk, and when sitting
up was compelled
to have my limbs supported
by chairs and bolsters. 1

in

Reinsurance at 50 per cent,
30,959 25
3w29
COX & FIELD, Agents, Belfast, Me.

on hand and
Cash in hands of

WON’T CURE.

Examine the bottle well before you buy a bottle of the
Golden Sheaf Bourbon. It should have the name of “C.
A. Richard’s, Boston.” on the bottle, in half a dozen
places. C. A. RICH ARDS & OO., 99 Washington street,
Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in America.

$109,831

found in

LIABILITIES.
Capital,
l-ossea,

Cash

Wash-

a

of the

FOR SALK LOW, The Schooner Senator, 35 tons O. M. in good order, well

00
8,019 75
500 00
l,20o 00
1,355 00

STOCKS.

GILLUM,

‘‘ln 1845

with

FISHING SCHOONER

200

Shares Farmers’ & Mechanics’

33.

is

thirty

than

and the

$213,013.00

House in America.

IT

00

14,929 00
5,000 00
05,940 00
15,500 00
10,000 00

MISCELLANEOUS,

ington street, Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit

C. A. Richards’ Extract of Rye won’t cure everything.
but it will help you over a bad cold, and restore your appetite. Try it. Sold everywhere. C. A. RICHARDS
& CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largest Retail
Wine and Spirit House in America.

$40,588

Railroad Stock,
State Bonds,
U. S. Securities,
Loan to City of Worcester,

150
100

R.

Sawyer

more

a worthy woman, a
member of the First Ilaptist Church, well known and
highly esteemed in the community, and withal an old
and experienced nurse. The
origin of her balvu may
best related in her own words.

George L. HOsiner’s division, which was set off on execution in favor of James I. Wetmore against Billings P.
Hardy, a record of which may be found in the Registry
ot Deeds tor Hancock County Vol. 11
page •J0‘J; said
land being assets ol the estate of said Wetmore.
WM, G. CROSBY, Assignee,
dvviiS
Belfast, Jan. Id, I860.

ASSETS.

City

j

Miss
for

base

HOIM.

Bank Stock,

114

ZZX"*.

do #”

ing.

at

$97,452.00

v

Who knows any
get up a salve V*
What has it done ?”
What will Lt
The follow ing will give satisfaction to the
InqiUf

I7IOR

i,;.

f

she to

came

about it V

aS'

u. S. Five-Twenties of 1802,
1805,
Sixes of 1881,
State of Virginia, $31,800,

o.v

How

thing

Bankruptcy.

217

Co., 99

/

BONDS,

J

origin of things, what they Uuve
been, and done, and what their merits arc.
It is Dot strange, thereiore, that those who read of Mis*
Who is Mis9 Sawyer fw
Sawyer’s Salve should inquire,

I

First lien

’*

to its source.
We want to know the

imitations, 1 have declined until recently. I
length consented, knowing that there aro multitude*
\
who want just such a salve, but do not know where w
the AMERICAN YKAR BOOK AM) XATIONCharles J. Martin, President, and John II. Wash
AL REGISTER lor I860. Astronomical, Historical, procure it. Many, indeed, write that they have
inquired
of
the
Home
Insurance
burn, Secretary
Company, being Political, Financial, Commercial, Agricultural, educa- lor it of
variousKipothecaries and been urged to take Shuie
severally and duly sworn, depose and say, and each tor
This work contains a vast fund of late
himself says, that the foregoing is a true, full and correct tional, Religious.
other kind.
and valuable iniorniation respecting the I'nited States
statement ot the atl'airs ot the said Corporation, and that
in advertising it l
and Foreign countries, including every department of the
am frequently told that l shaft
they are the above described otlicers thereof.
General and State Governments, which all classes will never be remunerated for
CHARLES J. MARTIN, President.
my pains, or get the money
Hud invaluable for daily reference.
Address o
D.
J. II. Washburn, Secretary.
back
which
I
may spend in making it known to the pub&. CO., Publishers, Hartford,
onn.
-twvs
Subscribed and sworn before me, this Sixteenth day CASE
lic. 1 his does not trouble me us 1 am not actuated
of January, A. L>. 1809.
by
mercenary considerations, and am in no wise dependent
THOMAS F. OOOI)RICH, Notary Public.
Sale in
Assignee’s
SAW’YER & STAPLES, Agents, Belfast.
3w29
upon any income from the sale of my salve,
SII ALL sell at my office in Belfast, on Monday the
As fast as the demand for it increases the
lath day ot February next, at 10 o’clock, A. M. that
profits .ire
BAY STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO. portion of the southerly half ot lot number eight on Lit- expended in advertising it more widely; ami it will bo
tle Deer Isle, in the County of Hancock, according to
until it is known In every part of tho land.
SITATEMEST OF (OYIMTIOY
State of New York,
City and County of New Tor/:.

ASSETS.

Priming.

Art, Rhiioaoph*

everything

provious Statement.

a

CAPITAL

—OF—

a

is. natural to the human mind to desire to trace

It

Supreme Jrdi<tat. Court, Jaspaky Term, A. D.
1860.
Upon the foregoing libel, it is ordered, that the Libellant cause an attested copy of the libel, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a public newspaper published at Belfast, the last publication to be thirty days, at least, before
the next term of our said court, to be holden at Belfast,
aforesaid, within and tor tin* County of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of April uext, that her libelee may take
notice thereof, and then and there in said Court appear
and shew cause, il any he have, why the prayer of the libellant should not be granted.
Attest—S. I
:iw‘J8
MILLIKKN, Clerk.
A true copy.
Attest—S. L. MILLIKKN, Clerk.

HARTFORD CONN.

De3<-'«'-TioV

In Nature, Science.
and Religion, has history.
EVERYTHING

WALDO, SS.

3w29*

SAILED.
Victory, Shutc Boston.
Mazurka, Kimball, Boston; Cameo,

McCarty, do; Castellano, Cunningham, do.

GIN

C. A. RICH ARDS &

STATE OF

48

2,710 00

A nount of Dividends either et cash or scrip,
declared but not yet due.
Amount of all other existing claims against
the Company.

OJF

put up in large square bottles, neatly and strongly
in paper boxes.
It is a pure Gin, and gives uni

packed

104,097

declared aud duo and

Belfast, Jan.

IIEM'F.

II

adjusted, due and unpaid.
iueurred, and in process

of adjustment.
Amount of Dividends

nue.

HEtr.lNT.
ARRIVED.
Jan. 2Mh— Sehrs J. J*. Merriain,
Clark, Boston
Maria, Piincc, Portland.

Its History, Virtues and ElfoSIs.

,r

whiskey

HUNfiTEIl’S 1.

AS

...

particulars apply

has been recommended lor your Cough, or
to strengthen your system, go to the grocer or druggist
and ask fora bottle ot the Golden Sheaf Bourbon, ami
C. A. RICHyou will, if it is genuine, get the best.
ARDS, & Co., 99 Washington at-., Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in America.
11

NOTICE.

lo the lion, tin Justices of our Supreme Judicial
Court, now in session at Belfast within and for
the County of Waldo.
The Capital of said Company actually paid
up in cash, is
$2,000,000 00 of CAROLINE II. HUNT of Islesboro’, in the County
The Surplus on the 1st day of Jan., 1809,
Waldo, respectfully libels and gives this Honorable
1,859,444 82
Court to be informed, that she was
lawfully married to
Total amount of Capital und Surplus. $3,859,444 82 JOHN W. HUNT, now of San Francisco in the State of
California, on the9th day of September, 18ot>, at Camden,
in the County of Knox, by Hiram Bass, Esq., a Justice
ASSETS.
of the Peace; that she has had by her said husband three
Amount of Cash in Continental
Charles E., Frank E. and Desdemona, aged rechildren,
National Bank, N. Y.
$145,795 43 spectively ten, six and two years; that since said interAmount of Cash in hands of
marriage
your Libellant has always conducted herself
Agents, and in course of trailstoward her said husband as a faithful, chaste and affecmission.
20
tionate
95,019
wife, but the said John, wholly regardless of his
Amount of Ij. S. Registered aud
marriage covenant and duty, has at divers times during
Coupon Stock 1881, market
the ten years now last past, treated your Libellant with
value.
$ 197,020 001
great cruelty and abuse; that during a large portion of
Amount of United States Bonds
*.
1,404,743 50 that time he has been absent in the State of California:
5-20, market value.
that whenever he has been at home he has treated your
1,207,123 50 f
Amount of MissouriJStateBonds
Libellant with constant cruelty, and often with extreme
0 per cent., market value.
21,050 00
personal violence, so that her life has been endangered,
Amount of North Carolina
and she has become afraid to live with him, and your LiBonds, G per ct., market value,
bellant further avers, that by constant and oft-repeated
9,045 00
Amount of Tennessee Bonds,
attempts and threats to take the children trom her, he
0 per cent., market value.
has rendered her life miserable, unhappy and full of anx17,250 00
Amount of Wisconsin State, 0
iety and terror; that on the lstli day of October, 1800,
per cent., market value.
the said John went to California for the last
30,000 00
time, since
Amount of Illinois, G per cent.,
which, although possessed of abundant means, lie has
market value.
her with very insufficient support, while he has
20,400 00
provided
Amount of Rhode Island, 6 per
continued and still continues to threaten to deprive her
cent., market value.
of the comfort and solace of her children.
50,750 00
■
Amount of California State
And your Libellant further avers, that on the 7th day
OAr AA
00
451,300
Bonds, 7 per cent., market
of January inst. the said John caused her to be posted in
;
value.
the public press, to wit, in the Republican Journal, a
05,000 00
Amount of Connecticut State
newspaper printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo,
Bonds, 7 per cent., market
in the following false, malicious and scandalous
terms,
value.
00
to
wit:
Notice—As Caroline II. Hunt, my wife has re100,000
Amount of New York City and
fused to come to California to live with me, where I have
County Bonds, market value.
80,500 00
provided a home for her and her children, and as she
Amount of Queens
once before
refused to live with me, and I had to
County
0O
Bonds, market value.
take my children with an officer, and then she
23,500
begged to
Amount of Richmond County
come back and I received her, and as she now refuses, I
Bonds, market value.
forbid all persons harboring or trusting her on my ac23,500 00
Amount of Brooklyn City Wacount after this date. Lincolnville, Jan. J, ISO'.*. Signed
ter Bonds, market value.
John W. Hunt.”
9,70o00J
Amount of Bank Stocks, market value.
00
Whereby your said Libellant's good name and charac128,970
Amount of Loans on Bonds and
ter have been brought into reproach and contumely, and
Mortgages,)
being the first lien ot record on Unincuir.- {
she has been wickedly disgraced before the
community
w
bered Real Estate, worth at least $2,928,- f
by her said husband and thrown upon her own exertions
400, rate of interest 0 & 7 per cent.
to procure bread for her own subsistence, and that of her
J
Amount ot Loans on Stocks and Bonds,pay- »
children.
able on demand, the market value of so- >
And your Libellant avers that the aforesaid conduct of
curities pledged, at least $551,082.50.
S 409,002 00 her husband
has not been provoked by her, and that she
Amount of Steamer Magnet and Wrecking
has used her utmost ellorts to promote the harmony and
apparatus.
81 peace, necessary for the welfare of her said
35,530
family, but
Amount of oilier Property, Miscellaneous
without avail; and she further avers that the long conItems.
50,157 S5 tinued ill-treatment and abuse, aforesaid, have at last deAmount Due for Premiums on Policies isstroyed all her love and affection lor her said husband,
sued at (Mice (Fire aud Inland)
5,S73 40 and all hope of conjugal felicity with him; and she furAmount Bills Receivable for Premiums on
ther avers that a decree from the bonds ol matrimony
Inland Navigation Risks, &c.
14,000 94 now existing between her and her said husband would
Interest due on 1st of January, 1869.
17 be reasonable and proper, conducive with the peace and
38,503
Government Stamps on hand.
Hi 00 morality of society.
Wherefore she prays that such divorce mav be granted;
A3.9iilS.2K2 30 and that the care and custody of her said
children, during their minority may be decreed to her. And as in duLIABILITIES.
will
bound
ever
CAROLINE
ty
11. HUNT.
pray.

SHIP NEWS.

regularity,

€ii:i

date,name and aye,

Jii Boston, .fan. 2f»th, Clifford
Ilewcs, son of Mrs. Syr
vania Ilewcs, formerly of Camden.
In Camden, .Jan. 2>th, Valentine N. Manslield,
aged 04.
In Appleton. Jan. 18th, George Hall, aged SO.
In Georgetown, S. </., on board
Brig Benjamin Carver.
Edwin \Y. Gray of Bluehill, aged 10 years.
In Napa, Cal., Dee. 27tli, Maurice B. Stackpole, formerly of Camden, about 22 years of age.
In Vallejo, Cal., Jan. lid, Harriet A., wife of
George W.
Simonton, formerly of Camden, Me., and daughter of
Mrs. Amos Storer ol this city, aged 38.

DEK1MIII SOT. YOU ARE ART YET
IACURARLE. RELIEF IS AT H AY If !
ISTEN

the

3w28

Caroline II. Hunt, my wife, has refused to come
to California to live with me, where 1 have provided a home for her and her children, and as she once before refused to live with me, and I had to take my children with an officer, and then she begged to come back
and I received her, and as she now refuses, I forbid all
persons harboring or trusting her on my account after
this date,
JOHN W. HUNT.
Lincolnville Jan. J, 1809.
JwiiS*

Home Insurance
located in the City

DIED.

ticles all of which have a particular work to do in removing disease and disorder from the system. The pure old
wine with which they are made is a reliable and strengthening stimulant of itself. Sold everywhere.

Dealer.

NO. 82 BLACKSTONE ST., BOSTON.

MARRIED.

_

Pay

MISS SAWYER’S

MERCHANT,

CAPITAL.

January 1st,

N. B. Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confidence
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy ami experience.
1 n\ iolablk Secresy and Certain relief.

*piy«

New-York.

ot

STREET, BOSTON.

40 STATE

tho
and

name

MELVIN,

Produce

NAME AND LOCATION.
The

E.

—AND—

the HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, of New
on the first day of January, A. D. 1809. made
to the
of the State of Maine, pursuant to the
Statute of that State.

AND OTHER

is more strengthening than any of the preparations of
Bark or Iron, infinitely safer, and more pleasant.
U elm hold's Extract Buciiu, having received the indorsement of the most prominent physicians in the
United States, is now offered to afflicted humanity as a
certain cure lor the following diseases and symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental and physical Depression, imbecility, Determination ol Blood to the Head, Contused Ideas, Hysteria,
General Irritability, Restlessness and Sleeplessness at
Night, Absence of Muscular Efficiency, Loss of Appetite,
or
Dyspepsia, Emaciation, Low
Paralysis ol the Organs of Generation, Palpitation ol the
Heart, and, in tact all the concomitants ol the Nervous
and Debilitated state ot the system. To insure the genuine, cut this out. Ask lor 11 elm hold’s. Take no other.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere. Price $1.‘^5
per bottle, or six bottles im $u.5u. Delivered to any address. Describe symptoms in all communications. Address II. T. HELMHOLD, Drug and Chemical Warehouse, obi Broadway, N. Y.
ONi: ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE I F IN
.aA steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-simile ol my
Chemical Warehouse, and signed
11. T. HELMHOLD.

jVo. 1 II iilfinft-.il Street.
Revere House,)

E.

COMMISSION

OKY'ork,
Secretary

Bonds

LEE, lfliKHNSON & CO. offer for Rent, Safes inand rest, the work oi destruction is half accomplished.
sult llieir \ aults, at rates from $20 to $100 per annum.
In consequence of this early strain upon her system,
'1 hey also offer to receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees,
unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to
retain her situation in school at a later day, thus aggra- securities ol persons living in the country or travelling
vating the evil. When one excitement is over, another abroad. Officers of the Army and Navy, Masters of Vesin prospective keeps tlie mind morbidly sensitive to imand others. Circulars, containing full particulars,
pression, while the now constant restraint of fashionable sels,
dress, absolutely forbidding the exercise indispensible to forwarded on application to HENRY LEE, Manager.
the attainment and retention of organic health amt
Boston, March 1,1868;
ly34sp
strength; tlie exposure to night air; tile sudden chang.
of temperature; t lie complete prostration produced by
s Pulmonic Syrup,
Sclienck
excessive dancing, must, ol necessity, produce their leTonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consumpgitimate effect. At last, an early marriage caps the cli- Seaweed
tion, Liver Complaint ami Dyspepsia, it taken according
max of misery, and the unfortunate one, hitherto so utto directions. They are all three to be taken at the same
of
the
remonstrances
and
dictates
terly regardless
plain
of her delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subject ot time. They cleanse tiic stomach, relax the liver and put
medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture of the it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the lood
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
experience of thousands of our young women.
in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
Long before the ability to exercise the functions ot the grow
and
the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This
generative organs, the) require an education of their is the
only way to cure consumption.
m
the
rvous system, composed of what is called
peculiar
To these three medicines Dr. J. 11. Schenck, of Philatissue, which is, iu common with the female breast and
owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of
delphia,
lips, evidently under the control ot mental emotions and
associations at an early period of liie; and, as we shall pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
the
morbid
matter in the lungs, nature throws it off by
subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, an
easy expectoration, tor when the phlegm or matter is
long before puberty, to habits which sap the very lile ol
a
ripe
slight cough will throw ir off, and the patient has
their victims ere nature has selt-completed their developrest and the lungs begin to heal.
ment.
lo
do
this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites or Lcueorrhira, Too Frofuse Menstruation, Exhaustion, Too Long must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
that
the
Pulmonic
Continued Periods, lor Prolapsus and Bearing Down, or
Syrup and the lood will make good
Prolapsus Uteri, we oiler the most perfect specific known. blood.
Sclienck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver,
II elm bold’s Com round Extract Buliiu. Direcremoving !
all obstructions, relax the ducts ot the gall
tions lor use, diet, and advice, accompany.
bladder, the
Females in every period of life, from infancy to ex- bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
will show what the Pills can do;
treme old age, will liml it a remedy to aid nature in ti e
nothing has ever been 1
discharge ot its functions. .Strength is the glory ot man- invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
to
use
unless
dangerous
with
very
hood and womanhood. Hel.mbold's Extra*
great care,) that will
limit

Cilouceiter Fi«li Market.

[ F or the week ending Jan. 29. J George’* codfish—
None in the market.
Maekerel—Bay l’s held at $27;
gales oj fehore the present week at 22 50 a 23 for No
1;
No 2, $18. Fresh Halibut—no arrivals the
past week.
Smoked Halibut ll J *2 per lb. Oil scarce: cod held at
90c por gallon.

To Holders of Government

!

3w21i

ELI
COOK,
(Formerly of Jackson, Me.) with

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

vagina
When reviewing the causes of these distressing com\t present Pears’s Island is the only ty Attorney struck from the indictment the
it is most painful to contemplate the attendant
plaints,
t v tin a.•scendants of these proprietors.
upon them. It is but simple justice to
charge of an nLtempt to kill, and respondent evils consequent
the subject to enumerate a few of the many additional
,va» interspersed with historical incidents
Sentenced to causes
to a misdemeanor.
pled
guilty
which so largely affect the life, health, and happi\
:t;i•! wh listened to with exceeding inter’
ness of woman in all classes of society, and which, connine months in the county jail.
I In next ecture on the >th, will
,iii‘lit*ii"t
sequently, affect more or less directly, the welfare of the
1 Miliiken, Ks«j
Benj. Ii. Whittaker vs. Benj. Brown. Action entire human family. The mania that exists for precocious education and marriage, causes the years that na\i
M
in
A. V. .Spearin, of Monroo, boasts Oj to recover a lot of land, alleged to have been ture designed lor corporeal developement to be wasted
» tha
deeded to plaintiff, in consideration of his and perverted in the restraints of dress, the early confinewi-ighed when seven days old, HI lbs.
ment of school, and especially in the unhealthy exciteThere had been a verdict rendered ior ment ot the ball-room, Thus, with the body halt-clothed,
;<v i,.
of
the
Metho.
name.
'g
Pratt,
Itockland, supplies
and
the mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting in
'»t
this
and
next
Sabbath
afternoon
city
evening. plaintiff in a former trial. Court ordered a repulpit
midnight revel the hours designed by nature for sleep
.u

i

BERRY,
FOWLER,

C. C. ROBERT.-.

Stockton, Me., .Jan. 1,18(111.

Delicious Sensation of Coolness anil Comfort.

,\

Co-partnership. I

Co-partnership heretofore existing bet ween the !
undersigned, under tite style of Colcord, Mudgett & I
is
Co., this day dissolved by mutual consent.
J- A. COLCORD,
J. W. MUDGETT,
N. I*. DERRY.
Stockton, Me., Jan. 1, 1809.
3w29

puDusnea, a new eaition 01 c;uiverwelrs Celebrated Enay on the
radical cure (without medicine) of Spkr*
matorriiu:a, or Seminai Weakness, In
jusi

Chicago, III., October 10, 180*.
Ml:. L. SI. itoK it ins—Dear Sir:—1 have never wriltcu
letter in praise ot any medicine during the whole coursu
[>t my life, and it was not that 1 wanted a dozen boxes ot
Miss Sawyer’s Salve 1 would not write now. I got a box
by chance, in New York, audits effect upon me has boea
such that l have been greatly improved, and am ot opi
aion that another box will effect a permanent cure. My
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have
me send for some for them.
You will therefore please
send me by express C. O. 1). a dozen dollar boxes, aid
Yours respectfully,
nblige
A. L. SANDERSON.
that Miss Sawyer’s Salve is entirely dittorout
That there are a great many good salved
ottered for sale, but none so good as MISS SAWYER'S
SALVE. That every family should have a box at Hi is
That it will do all and more than It
season of the year.
recommended to do. Put up in boxes at
«.,
»Oct*.,and $1. A great saving is made by taking a
arge box. Prepared by Miss C. SAWYER, and put up
jy L. MM. ItOllBlMTft, W holesale and llrtull
llrugglita, ltocLIuml. Mir,
We claim

from all others.

GEO. C. GOODWIN & Co.
Wholesale Agents, Boston, Mass.

JOHN F. IIENHY
Wholesale Agents, el Park Kow, N. Y.
This valuable Salve la sold by all Druggists.

S. A. HOWES & CO.
Affenta for B«l fatal
lyfW

anal

Vicinity.

pass away, I am at a loss to know what he
would do, tor the buffalo feeds, clothes, and

ftrctig.
ODER Ml WINDOW

warms

I' uder my window, under my window,
In the blue midsummer weather,
stealing slow on a hushed tiptoe,
1 eateh them all together;
Bell with her bonnet of satin sheen,
And Maud, with h< r mantle of silver green,
And Jennie, with the scarlet leather.

Old Hickouv. A contemtold the following story
of
Jackson
porary
Anecdote

IAider my window, under rny window,
\nd off, through the orchard closes,
While Maud ‘lie Hunts, and Bell she pouts,
i’hcy scamper and drop their posies;
But dear little Jennie takes naught amiss,
Ynd leaps in my arias with a loviug kiss,
And 1 give litr all my roses.

Donu Hiatt

to

1

:

remember

towering rage

the

tie

ex-

hibited when the news reached ns that the
figure-head, carved iu the likeuess ot tlie
President, had been sawed oil by some
miscreant in the night, lie directed tue to
offer a large reward aud swore lie would
hang the scoundrel sooner or later
1 offered the reward, and one night, some
months after, a man sent into my rooms
word that lie wished to see me. I ordered
him iu, aud a rough fellow made his appearance with a sack thrown over his
shoulder,
without a word he siting the
sack round and emptied a huge wooden
head ou the floor.
“There it is, sir. Now bring out your
bears,” said the man. It was a grotesque
looking thing, sawed off directly under the

Curiosities of Ico.

jdest.”

valleys.

expand

|to llttetisemcnts,

iu

fragments

The Great Novelty!

which refreeze whenever they touch,

TH E

Buffalo.
Persons who have never seen the vast
herds of buffalo moving can have but little
conception of the almost irresistible power
of such a living mass, and the
of

turning
iu

or

breaking

difficulty

the herd when once it

ILLI'.TG I\ ATE»

Western

World

PRINTED IN OIL COLORS !

A MARVEL OF BEAUTY AM) CHEAPNESS!
CONTAINS THE

SUPERB

ROMANCE

motion on a certain course. The
TIIE FIGURE EIGHT.
countless thousands press forward, overBy the Author of the “I)eai< Letter.”
but
(fie
whelming any
strongest barrier, j
THE
CLOUD ON THE HEART.
have
been overturned in this
Wagons
way,
By' the ever popular A, S. ROK.
and teamsters have saved themselves and
Also, Complete Stories, Graphic Sketches, Poetry, &c.
the stock only by flight.
is

An army otiicer who with a

Company, Springfield.

strong force

crossed the Plains by the
Smoky Hill route
in 1 tS6.>, was forced to “corral” his train ol
wagons and order his men to lire volleys into
a herd which threatened to march over his
train.
Phis is, however, infrequent. A
party may lie on the Plains, or even on the
Hutfalo Range, tor years and never see it ;
still such instances have occurred.
1 have irequeutly been amused at the calculations made by wise old hunters whom
one linds on the
Range. They settle within
a million or so the exact number of
buffalo
that are yet wandering about.
One old fellow is convinced that there is
something like
seventeen millions, aud that this is the exact
number required to
keep up the present
stock,
lhe butfalo is
certainly decreasing
-ince ldo8.
I hey have been
pressed more
than a hundred miles west in Kansas aud
Nebraska.
1 hey no
longer rauge up to the
Platte in the great numbers that
formerly
\ lsiled that sti earn
; aud (lie. Indians are ever
forward
the tact, in their powwows
bringing
with commissioners, that soon the buffalo
will he gone, and the red brother must
keep
pace with the while aud eat his “spotted
hutfalo," (Indian for domestic cattle.) 1
am
tempted to remark that they do eat a
very considerable number of ‘spotted butfalo’ that are not procured in a
very brotherly
way : and no Indian is complete until he lias
a cow-skin
(hair on) how case and arrowquiver. If, as the Indian fears—groundlessly, however, at present—(he buffalo will

Each number, besides other illustrations, contains a
SPLENDID CARTOON, in Oil Colors, well worthy of

framing.

TER.KM

per Year (,Ji yumbn-N
For sale by all News dealers. Sample copies sent tree
FRENCH & WHEAT, 122 Nassau St., N. Y.
GEO

KI.

REEII A CO N

Paper

P. O. Box

| dress

Deafness,

HARTFORD, CONN.,

'1 hese

OCT. 17, 1805.

Dyes offer the sRnplest and most useful

means of
Household Apparel
to the public.—
'if.ey embrace every shade and can be used with certainty oi satisfaction. Inquire at the Druggists lor
s
JLiqufd Oyen, take no other kind.
GEO. H. REED & CO., Manufacturers, Boston
Use Reed * C'lieniical
Npon^re IBIuckinu. the
best Dressing and Blacking for Ladies’and Children’s
Shoes, Rubbers, &c.

Dyeing

presented
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Secrets of the

threat
A Work

City.

Only $3.50 Per Copy.

4VSend for Circulars aud see our terms, and a full description of the work. Address JON ES BliO HI KKS &
CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
* 1
jk WTr§vj/amT --Interior works of a similar cliari MIFJyI • *cter are being circulated. See that
the books you buy contain over 30
tine

engravings

and sell at

$3.50

per copy.

Mr. C. HERVEY.

South.

Agent for

r,

« o\ s» i- its r

Ladies

the sale of their

\
;

no

the
cur

E^TEnPRISl^
in each
county in the U. S., to sill a few valuable patent
articles needed in every tauiily. A merchant who can
devote a l'ew hundred dollars capital and a portion of his
own or clerk’s time to the business prclerred.
An Agent
will have absolute control ot our goods in his county for
10 years, and they will give him business paying trom
8500 to $1,500 clear profits annually.

Its ready sale, combined with an increased commission,
make it the best subscription book ever published.
.'■end lor circulars and set? our terms and a lull description ot the work. Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING
CO., Philadelphia, l’a.. or Cincinnati, Ohio.
r>
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AGENTS
EVER

WI D11.
LARGER

THAN

PENT

EASTMAN & KENDALL,

0.» Hanaver Afreet.
Wholesale

Address I.. 1*. WOK-

SIRCiK AL

OFFICE,

Xo. 50 Emlicott Street, Boston.

j

Boston. Batn.,

BraSor

TO

Kwtii »>3islM*<3
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BUT ALL

j
j

Ioan

TO

For a dollar the receiver can buy tie article described in
the check, or exchange it l<»r anyone of two or three
hundred other articles in our e.reular. As a guarantee
of the worth ol every artieb <old l»y u
any article on our
:
(
checks
u be exchanged for a
White Bed Quilt or a
Silver I’lalod Revolving Vabh Castor, with Five Bottles.
M
KlMCATKI>
INHALANT
for
Read what tin* gr< at paper ol the Northwest, the Toledo
Phthisic, is
TO FEMALES.
Blade (NasbyV; p iper), says ol ns
J Hie only certain relief and probable cure ever olDr. PADKLFOUD is admitted by the best medicu ! lered to the
Inhaled
with
the
“What \Vj: Saw vr'ini: II nt.-Curiosity led us,
public.
breath, it goes ditab-nt ol the country to have no equal in tin* treatment
while recently in Boston, to visit the dollar establishrectly to the Lungs and re.axes the contracted nerve or
ol Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence muscles which encircle the air
ment of Mes-rs. Kastman & Ken hall. Their trade
tubes, and (he patient
lor physicians in regular practice to recommend patients breathes
has become so immense that they now occupy four stories
free, easy and natural. Phthisic i- brought on
to him tor treatment when atllictod in h s speciality.
is impos.-ihle to adjust
it
so
ditlerent
causes
that
m the elegant block No, if, Hanover Street.
by
many
The name
Ladies will receive tin* most scientific attention, both
of this firm h:m become-as ‘familiar as household words’
anyone remedyas a cure for all persons thus attlieted.
-ur ir.illy.
with ohi and experi- But
and
medically
Hoard,
Iniiat
ant
fads
to
Iain
tirvn
my
-diarelj relievo al!
throughout the M d 1! and We-t-ern States, while as enced nurses, will be lumished those who uthlo i<
cases oi Phihi>ie src.m whatever cau-m ;t m,i\ have tieen
prompt ami lionorabi- ba-iuess men they an* endorsed main in the
tma; nn*nt.
city
during
on
it
F
safe
;
and
by tin- best linn- in t.a-ir own city.
I heir Club system
brought
always
nlw.iy* iiiiab!-.-.
French sales for sale, three for 81. order by mail.
Sold at wholesale and
Price 7;> cents.
of selling goods Ins done more, w believe, during the!
By ma I
Patients who cannot apply m per in mav by l< Hr;.
<
Howes
\
retail
S.
BeKa
\,
t. Me
by
past few year.-, to keep down tin- prices ol domestic I
Medicines sent to ail pan.* •! the c* uiitry.
Orders Irom dealers in medicine. ivsp etluily solieiie.;
articles in rvtry day u c, than all other influences com(Bfice open on Sutnla'
<
.1.
LLW I
biued. Mom of heir goods are m mui'actured expressly
Proprietor,
gl ly.
1 !tt
Pel fast. Me.
for 1 hem. a-. lor instance, cutlery made to I heir order |
in Sliflieid, England, and imported in large quantities
tor their dollar trade alone.”
-Yow i* tin* time (o get <iigaery ami
in
chile*.
1/iHlies. specially wanted an agents.
Partial list of articles allowed as commission lo any
OR THE
one sending in clubs:—
and
j C«nCLUB OF THIRTY.
;J1 yards bleached or unbleached Cotton Cloth. Photograph Album, H)0 pictures,
OF ALL
degant Morocco Binding. Revolving oval hand. Silver
CHRONIC DISEASES.
Plated Table Castor, a buttles. Ladies’ Dress Pattern.—
A Lad;, ’s richly -ornamented Black Walnut Writing Desk.
Cassimere
Pants
Pattern.
Ottiie.Xo. 141 Coiu t HtreH., filiMtou, .fla**.
Fancy
Large White all Linen
Table (’over. White Lancaster Counterpane. ‘JO yards
Calico. Alhambra Bed Quilt. Ladies’ Morocco Shopping
DR. SIIOLF.S does sirictlv an office business, and gives
Bag. Good Cottage Clock.
special attention to ail Diseases of the sexual System, by
(
l !; OF .SIXTY. [§•'.] -IJ yards Bleached or Unhis own improved method ol treatment. Persons sutlerbleached Cotton Cloth. Fashionable Dress Pattern.
ing with diseases arising from “Secret Habit,” or other
1 1-‘J yawls wool Cassimeiv lor Pants and Vest Pattern.
causes, will find it to their advantage to consult him.
Fashionalilo woolen Shaw!. White Mar.-eillis CounterTo Film alls.—Dr. Sholes has made all diseases peculiar to the female sex his particular study, and to this1
pane.
Eady’s Fargo Genuine Morocco Shopping Bag.—
Paii Good white
Lady's Fashionable Clo<k Patton.
department < t practice he will continue to give especial
woolen Blankets. Blade A !pac Dress lX.ttern. djyards
attention. ‘His Lunar Mixture” lor females may Iso
double width water-proofCloaking. f* yards Farmers’
used by all ladies with the certainty ot relict in every i
case ot unnatural stoppage.
good wool 1- rocking. Bosewood Bra.-s Alarm Clock.—
Lady’s Fur Muff. S.-t Miss, Furs Mulf and Collar.
Strangers under his treatment, wishing to remain in I
CLUB OF ONE 111 N DR ED. ;$lo.J 06 yards good
the city will be furnished with good hoard and competent 1
Bleached or Unbleached Cotton Cloth, one yard wide.—
nurses.
july 17, ly
Lady’s or Gent’s N-w Silver Hunting Case Watch.—
! BEAUTY
Fashionable Thibet Dress Pattern. Elegant Black Alpacja Dress Pattern.
>ne pair ol good w hite woolen Blankets, large size. Lady’s Fashionable Double woolen FOR SPRING USE, FOR THE WEAK, FOR
Shawl. Two large, line, Bleached Linen Table Covers,
THE PALE, FOR THE SICKLY, FOR
with one dozen large sized Dinner Napkins to match.—
THE AGED. FOR FEMALES
Jf> yards Hemp Carpeting. 7 1-‘J yards line Cassimere for
non, l-hy sician and Surgeon, No. 7 Eni»isuit. One dozen I very Handled Steel Bladed Knifes and
Y" Bitters to
f/u iu !
('ott St., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseasForks. One do/e-n Roger’s best Silver Plated Forks on
es incident to the female system.
while metal. Portable Sewing and Embroidering MaProlapsus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, suppression, and |
chine. T 1-” yards double-width Waterproof Cloaking.—
other
menstrual
arc
all
treated on new
of
Mulf
and
derangements,
Set
Collar.
Furs,
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
II is impossible to give a complete li.-l of goods, but
few
bo
is
certain
this new mode
very
days,
invariably
Agents desiring articles not named above, will please
of treatment, that most, obstinate complaints yield under
mention them, and we will accommodate them if possiit
and
the
atllicted
soon
in
person
rejoices
ble. It you have a club iearly, or intend to raise one for
perfect health.
MADE Or
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
my other house, don't fail to send it to us, and at the
;
wm:. 11 b: it is* axm hoot*?
cure
of
diseases
of
women
than
other
same time as/.- for oar Xnc Circular and Ma-mmvth 1-l.cany
physician in
Boston.
chanye List. Parties acting as agents icr other dollar
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may wish
SPEElft’S Celebrated A INK, so much in use hy physihouses in this city, will please send us their address, and
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
that ol a dozen or so ot the their male and leniale Iriends, cians, put on
Dr.
PEliUl'IA X PA Ilh',
Dow, since 1815, having confined his whole atten- j
as we can make it lor their advantage to do so.
Male
tion to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases ;
CAMOMILE ELOWER,
and female agents wanted as usual.
and
Female
SEA EE ROOT,
SEND MONEY IN REGISTERED LETTERS in
Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
United States.
WU.I) ( HERR > RARE,
every instance, and we guarantee that it will come perN.
B.—All
letters must contain one dollar, or the;, will
fectly safe.
CI.XOER,
N. B.
Our sale should not be classed with dollar jewel- and such other Herbs and Roots as will in all cases assist not be answered.
Office
hours
from 8 A. m. to 9 i*. m.
ry sales and gitt enterprises. Send to us tor decision digestion, and give
Boston, July 25, 1808.
Iy4
respecting «»ur lm-im-ss by the Commissioner ot Internal TONE AM) Y1HOR To
i h i. \ dim; and old,
Revenue, dated Washington, Nov. i, lSf*S. If you want
returns
lor
MALE
AND
1
EM
A
prompt
your money, send your clubs to
EE,
All use it with wonderful success; brings UOJLOll to
THE LADIES.-The celebrated DR. L. 1*1 X
the pale and white lips; Itlconi and Heuutv to the
JL particularly invites all Ladies who need a Malicul or
Cures
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Fndieott St.,
B*.0. EBo\ K «».» ILtaoverM., Bontou, BaNn j thin, wrinkled face, and careworn countenance.’
Fever and gives appetite. Try them ; use none other.
Boston, Mass., which they will tiud arranged lor their
Ask for Speer’o .-standard Ritters.
special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
Sold by WJI. O. POOa & MIX.
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiai
See that my signature is over the cork n! each bottle.
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this corn,
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practicioners in the sale, speedy and effectual treatment ot all
418 llroudu<t.v.
female complaints.
4., and
J.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose
Iy50
of removing all diseases, such as debility,
FIFTY
weakness, unA year lor a valuable right page
natural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
p-per, **'■ !»«» Morcliunt* Monthly," containing Articles
which
flow
from
a
morbid
state
ot the blood.
discharges
showing
How to do Business, Means ol Success, Di
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
alings avid
Operations, Sketches ol Business Lite and Business Men,
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases ot the
Commercial Daw, Political Economy; Business Intellifemale sox, and they are respectfully invitf d to call at
gence; also, i '.'.co sting Stories, Poetry, Essays on Social
I*1.IEAI»K (III. Hill IT.
*o. *21 Cnilicott Street, IBunIoii.
Idle and Manners, Anecdotes, Miscellany, i-cc.
Only
Clubs of .Seven,
ear.
I'ifty ( cuts
; Twelve, $5. For
All letters
requiring advice must contain one dollarto
and
fen name.-,
$5 \v will send The Crittenden f ’ominernsure an answer.
cial Jrithmeti i) /luninm:; .1 fnnuut. Price $1.50.
AdJan. 1, 1809—lyr
Boston,
«
dress S. 11. Ci:tT n.n !'!•;>: N '(>., f»j; Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Dr. Sholes’ Eclectic

Standard
Wine

so

and

in another

“cures

and

one case

A\

SpaSIUS, FeVOl'S,

up

l.uriy routs everything;”
a
reported by Mrs. P W.

e.ee,

AA illiams,

nillc, .AT

at

it

.,

is

whose

eye.-ight is restored trom a
Blindness' an.-.. i,v , sho.-k of
two years before.

lady

a

state ol

Palsy

A wav nit in Marya\ i!le,
Cal., 'Thomas li. Allkis-cn, who has the

Chills, buys a box ol SPENCE’S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW
DEES it a pas-n: g tin peddli r, and though
having “no more confidence in them than
-o iniii*Ii dust,” y ct
they “cure his ehills like
a charm
anddohn A\ regliit, nearer by, at
Fast Walnut Hill, Ohio, has

tllld

gl’dJlt

a

unexpected wonder worked on
him by the POWDERS, they cure him
"i a
Rupture t twenty-five years duratiou,

O O O ID’S

to sttv noth: ml*

I

matism.

Ht ANO AGUE CURE,

f

ins,

».!

til.-

nit

Rheu-

curci

Mr-. N S. Da-

■

li-, of We-t < ortnille.

M

the doctors declare that

M

coln

reports tha
Melvin Lin-

must die in throe

thereupon

she takes tin-

and

days,
POWDERS,

and

in four
days is seated at the breakfast table, with In
family : from the
'Vest, ('. L. ChiM, of Doc.r.-ih, Iowa, re-

ports that iIil* box -.-di (o .Mr. Moore put
on his feet
again, at..! the box

him

-eut to in,0-.!t

I'mv,! b

Complaint,

ears ago my little daughter came into my office
suffering intensely with the Tooth ache, and im
plored relief. Creosote and Oil Cloves, the usual n ine
die.-, were suggested to my mind, but these 1 judged

I'M-.X

ou

-s"

in.

.t

will

too ha~sh and unsafe for her tender years, fortunately a bottle ot this mixture which I had prepared esfor Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &c., was at
hand, i saturated a piece of cotton and inserted in the
aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment, In
were

baud

Xrl-i.u

X

-bout,

ttike

not

halt box o|

pecially

er

i

\\

s.

that

Kidney
Croup.

.f

oods,

ot

the POW-

Utmdivd

on.-

l’owdei

bail lie

l bis

tn

be-

-.

dolbirs joi

uu-e

Cough

bis

itti the otll

w

aud

Kidney

four years stuiuling. Stub
Complaillt
Tobey, of 1 unut-l t it v \\ is., ims his hearid

LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES,
the pain was entirely removed. Since then I ba\-‘ prescribed it in quite a thousand cases, and in no install*--except in ulceration of the nerve, when relief was partially obtained—has it to my knowledge failed to give
almost

1 M M 1-; 1) 1 AT F

(Si tin-

wit,-

1 hi- -t-aml-ot

->

DERS iui"
‘have knocked his
rheumatism higher than a kite
on the other, a
neighbor of If. Webster, of
Hast Pembroke, X
V.. deelares that be

Infirmary

>

la

Sacramento, Cal., who is
Catarrh by the POWDERS,
straightway administers them to

-I

thei

Neuralgia.

in

lady

Measles,

’!

SBeriis;m<‘te

Bitters Sperily

Four

Dauby

that the POS-

me

oed 11-■ t Ini-hand ol

self id

t'
a

and \vh"

-.

Speer's

ltd I

•"'fed

IKWIS’

—

of

Calvin,

iiilot mine

;..

NEGATIVE POWJaUll
dice, and oi that iitimanageahlo disease,
Diabetes, her daughter oi Erysipelas,
it is

QUACKS ARE NOT 1GNORAM.

DR.

A

DERS haw

Notwithstanding

for Stock in the Belfast and Mooselnad Lake
J Railroad. Ronds run :f<> years, with interest at (i pei
cent, payable semi-annually. Now ottered lor sale. 1 he
bonds are in amount from S1U0 to §10U0 and iij wards, It
is considered the best imestnu nt now ottering.
1TMOT11Y THOltXDlKF, Citv Treasurer,
US
Belfu. <. Sept, tt, ISOS.

YOUNG MEN.

letter from A. Idle-

a

ITIVE AND

!

HOARS

from Mr>. .M.

(

WHOA!

CITA

There is

have
years

the

one

tin foregoing facts arc known to
some quack doctor's and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the life and health of others, there are those among
them who even perjur-- themselves, contradicting giving
that it is contained in their
mercury to their patients,
nostrums, so that the ‘u.-ual fee” may be obtained for
or
the
professedly curing,
iollar, or fraction of it,”
It is thus that many
may be obtained ior the nostrum
are deceived, also, and spend largo amounts for experiments with quackery.
HoLI) MY HORSL, or lie will run away ami 1 shah
DR. DIX 8
have to go to Frank Perkins & Co s. and get my carriage j char: es „ie
very moderate. Communications sacredly
repaired for they manufacture and repair carriages and confidential, aud all may rely on him with the strictest
sleighs in as good style as any oth r firm in this vicinity ; secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, conand they keep constantly on baud carriages and sleighs dition or situation of
any om married or single.
for sale at the lowest rates. Call and see b< (ore ptirchas
.Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of the
ing elsewhere.
United States,
on
ton*
AT .lilting
Street,
sdiop
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
Rear of Woods & Conan ts Store.
Omlil
insure an answer.
Address Du. I.. Dix, No.
Endicott St. Boston
Boston Jan. 1
l >r
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Seminal Weakness, or Constitutional Debility brought
"li by secret habits indulged in by young men.
This is
one of the greatest evils that can befal man.
It begets
Disease ot tin- Heart, Consumption, Dy spepsia, Emaci
ationot tiie Frame, and finally ends in complete Idiocy.
By causing a rush of blood to the head,'it often terminates in Apoplexy.
Persons suffering from NEK\OUS DEP.JLITY, especially those contemplating marriage, should lose no time
in making immediate application.

t he good- -tdil by us are described in printed slips or
cheeks, which :;r- sent to any add: ess a the rate often
cents each, in clubs of ten, twenty} thirl//, f-rty, sixty,
one hundred, ><n-hundred and /iffy, two hundred, qv.—
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POSITIVE AND NEGA
TIVE POWDERS have cur• d his child
of Cholera Morbus, l
Mile of Chills

the Nostrum
maker, equally ignorant, adds to bis so-called Extracts.
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its etfects in
curing a lew in a hundred, it i.- trumpeted in vari<>uwtiys throughout the kind; but, alas' nothing is said <<i
the b.'-.laiice, some of whom die, others grow worse ami
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until relieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians,

(.’ART. IIKXRY S. RICH, will make but one trip |»ci
week during the winter,
er\
Leaving LK.LI’A S'l
TL'lvSDAY, tt 2 o’clock, »’.M.
RLTURMNd- Will leave BOH'i'OV every 1 til
A V ,.l
5 o'clock, 1'. M
GK >. G. W JILLS,
Belfast, Dec 1, ItftkS.
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W. F. PADELFOKD gives exclusive attention
diseases of tliegenito urinary organs, and all diseases ot a private nature, in both sext s.
DR. PADELFOKD has gained a great celebrity for the
cure of the above diseases than any physician m America.
His great success in those long standing and difficult
cases, such as werefoimerly considered incurabie, is sullicient to commend him to the public as worthy the extensive patronage lie haa received.
It is deplorable to witness some of the c.-.ses that are
u driven into
[ resented to him, where the disease lias b.
ihe jystem by quacks, the ahu.se (d .Mercury and Copaiva,
&.C., to break out .-.gain in the form of spots ami ulcers on
the body, jiain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats,
and emaciation.
Hardly a day passes but he has paiients recommended
to his care by physicians from the country, and tins and
other cities, who have not the means of gaining sullicient
exptrieiuc to enable them to cure the worst of all disto

1 Saved by clubbing together and buying COTTON CLOTH,
DRESS GOOD>, WOOLLEN GOODS, HOSIERY, I
BLANKETS, SHAWLS, &c., &c., together with j
BOOTS amt SHOES, BOOKS, CUTLERY, SILVER- j
PLATED WARE, CASTORS, FANCY GOODS, &c., ot
|
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Which have been extensively used in the New KngThe simplest, land States the past eight years, and for which they claim
Price $25.
Knitting' IVIacliiii«».
is THE ONT.Y KKGII.VR G It A Dl ATE l'MY .}■ MN
cheapest and best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will the undermentioned advantages over those in ordinary,
knit 20,000 stitches p*-r minute. Liberal inducements to use, the proof of which may be seen in their constantly
ADVKI:I1M.NG IN BOSTON
! Agents. Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE increasing business during a residence in Hartford ot
SIXTEEN \ EARS
.7011* FOIISYTIS, Editor.
eight years.
CO., Boston, Mass., or St. Louis, Mo
in
treatment
of Special Diseases, a fact so wi ll
1st. That from the perfect construction of the Lenses, engaged
U Large pages Weekly, Full of Politics, News, Agriculknown to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchant*, Hotel
assist
and
the
they
preserve
sight, rendering frequent
ture, Literature, Poetry, &e. The Agricultural Paper ot
i* much recommended, and par
le
that
&c.,
Proprietors,
unnecessary.
the South, lion. C. C. Langd.m, the well-known editor
j changes
2d. That they confer a brilliancy and distinctness ot ticularly to
and practical farmer, conducts this department. Only
S I RANU».RS A N i > TR A V EEl.ERS.
vision, with an amount ot ease and comfort not hitherto
$5.00 to January, 1870, and $1,25 lor three months.
A NEW WORK just is ued. Most highly comenjoyed by spectacle wearers.
To avoid ami escape imposition of foreign and native
mended by the BEST SCHOLARS and ABLEST
TRY IX A UI A11TER YEAR.
;id.
That the material from which the Lenses arc i
quacks, more •<iimer“V3 in Poston than in -tlur large
LITERARY JOURNALS in our country. Those want*
Address “REGISTER,” Mobile, Ala.
ground is manufactured especially fur optic purposes, and cities,
employment and possessing intelligence and persever- is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable
to become
4®**Evcry wide-awake Democrat and every intelligent ing
DR. DIX
Farmer should take onk standard Southern Political and ance, will tind in the agency a useful and lucrative busi- I scratched.
proudly r< firs to Professors and respectable Physicians
ness.
Please send for our Descriptive Circular which
That
in
4th.
the
frames
which
are
wliethc
they
set,
ol
Agricultural Newspaper.
whom
consult
him in critical cases, because ot
1
gives lull particulars of tin- work ami ourtenns to Agents. gold, silver or steel, arc of the finest quality -and finish, many
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attain* •! through
Address S. S, SCRANTON & CO., Hartford, Ct.
and guaranteed perfect in every respect.
so long exp* lienee, practice end observation.
They are the only spectacles THAT
ACiKXXft W YYXi:n FOR
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
A CrEXTH UAYTEII for our new book of 1,000
be not robbed and add to your sullerings in being deceived
Preserve as well as Assist the Siijht !
I J\. pages, profusely illustrated with elegant Engrav
the
by
lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promisis,
! ings, Maps, &c.
and are cheapest, because the best, always lasting many and ^retention* of
The
of
m
{Edition
A
TD
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
How the Fainur may double the valm ot his land; j
Q
TTT
X XX UJ X_J years without change being necessary.
who know little Of the nature and character ;-t Special
make three times as much out of stock ; ami how all the | the lAfe and EpiNtloM of O X
#gr* One of the firm will visit at the Store of their
Messrs.
A
Rev.
NH<»v
son.
vivid
Convnr.are
pic
by
and less to their cure. Some exhibit torg. d
profits of tin lurm cm b more than doubled. Farmers, I
Agent every three months, for the purpose ut fitting Diseases, ot Institutions or
farmers’ s .ns, expci ienccd book agents and others, waul- I fare of the times of tin* great Apostle. Warmly com- th^se
Colleges, which never .-\isteo
difficult sights, where
sold Diplomas
having
ny
spectacles
mended
of
all
to
denomination-.
by
clergymen
Superior
in
ed to take agencies in every community.
Com missions
any part ot tiie world; others exhibit Diplomas ol tin
by their Agent during tlu interval will be exchanged lree
how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
♦ 800 to $'2 ;>0 per month, according to ability and the English edition, and sold at one-third its price. Notes of
Dead,
charge if not properly rittv.L
and rclerences in the English language. Commissions to
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
energy. Circulars giving full description sent fret'. Adever before alien'd.
Circulars free to
dress ZFIGf.FB, McCUiDY & CO
H
but to further their imposiiion a--ume names of ot tew celPhil.n.. Pa.; Cin- Agents larger than
1 y40
employ no Meddlers
N.
all.
Address
the
R.
W,
BLISS
CO..
HartPublishers,
ebrated physicians long sine dead. Neither I
deceived
cinna’i,U.; Chicago, 111.; Si. Louis, Mo.
lord, Conn., and Toledo, Ohio.
by
QUA* K NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
m OTIC -JG3!
AGENTS WANTED FOR TI1E
through false certificates and references, and recommend
< GENTS, FARMERS, GARDENERS and FRUIT
at ions ot their medicines i\j the dead, who cannot < < p, >
ON AM) Ac I Lit
_u\_ GROWERS.—Send b r particulars of‘‘Best’s Imor
contradict them; or who. besides, to further their improved Fruit free and Vine Invigorator and Insect
positions,
copy from medical books, much that is written
to
test
will
be
forwarded
to
Destroyer." Samples
any
December
of
the
qualities and eu ct of different herbs and plant
part of the United States and perfect satisfaction guaranand ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts,
teed. Good Agents are wanted in every f ount;, in the
THK M r.AM Lit
&c., most of which, if not all. contain Mereurv, because
3% I ST4» S2 Y in-' T 55 J W % SS.
| United States. Address J. AIIEARN fSecond Street,
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,” but now
Baltimore, Md.
known
to “kill more Gian is cured,” and th<*-e n o
Its (Jausi's. C’ii:u,;u,tei\ Conduct <fc Results
killed. constitutionally injured tor life.
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that
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account
can any person
family inlorruption,
hesitate applying at his office.
DU. DIX
boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do im thing, even perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that In-
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DELICATE DISORDERS.
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Jeweler and Watchmaker,

J/RUING
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Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, I’hroat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the inor< ;ni
vanced, at all ages, ot

appointed

Have

BUT NOBLE.—Self-help for Young Men,
who having erred, desire a better manhood. Sent
in scaled letter envelope-, free cf charge. If benefittod
i return the postage. Address PilILANT1IROS, Box P,
Philadelphia, P i.
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In soreness of the gums or ague in the face, it is unexcelled. And aided to all this, its innocent effects on the
system. It Wi.I not injure an infant to swallow it, but
on the contrary, it is an admirable carminative.
In cases of
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Belfast Savings Bank.

anti Palm.

warranted equal to the
English and sold fully 50 per cent, cheaper, which accounts for the great falling off in the demand for the
loreign soaps, and the unprecedented success of the
American Company Toilet Moan*, now sold
werywhere in the United States.
Weft rone. Van Maagren &Co.,#olo .Manfri
Philadelphia and New York.
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'Hu- Steamship « VI. ! l IIIIE I I J,.
ill leave Kuwe’s Wharf,
Boston, lor Ban• for every Thursday at 12 M.. touching
at
uruusi, nanny ronir, Bucksport anil Winterport. Ito! 11 riling will leave W
interport every Monday, at s 1-y A.
M., touching at the above porta. Freight taken at realouahle rated.
9*. 9*. 1SH H * CO..
.Igd-nt*.
*». -Vi nain klrert.
Beltadt, Oct. lift.
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I am
constantly receiving Goods
at the above
description, and incite the public
generally to call
and examine.
I shall pay
my personal attention to tho cutting, and warrant
a
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INSTITUTION is now prepared to receive DeA. posits in Sums of One Dollar and upwards, at the
Banking Hoorn, No. is Main St. (Formerly B.uikul tommercc Itooni.)
Interest allowed on
deposits of Five Dollars and over.
ASA FAUNCK. President.
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iis use.
Nothing can restore IJ..
hair where the follicles are dcstroved.
or the glands
atrophied and ib-ram d.
But such as remain can be saved ti r
usefulness by ibis application. Instead
of fouling tbe hair with a paste sediment, it will keep it clean and \ivm oults occasional use will prevent the leoe
from turning gray or falling oil', and
consequently prevent baldness. be
from those deleterious subsume.- whi. h
make some preparations dm: .. : ..ms and
injurious to the hair, the \ cor cm:
only benefit hut not harm it. if v. anted
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the accidental discoverer and proand tor sale by dealers in .Medicine e\ erywhi re.

CENTS-50

male and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY .'-EWING MACHINE.
This machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind
braid and embroider in a most superior manner
Price
only $18. Fully warranted lor five years. Wo will pay
$10uo lor any machine that will sew a stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic scam than ours. It makes the
“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut,
and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. \*'° pay Agents from $75 to $“00 per month and
expenses, ora commission from which twice thatamount
can be made.
Address SECOMB &. CO., Pittsisuko,
Pa., Boston, Mass, or St. Louis, Mo.
Caution.—Do not. be imposed upon by other parties
palming oil' worthless cast-iron machines, under the
same name oi otherw ise.
Ours i- the only genuine and
really practical machine manufactured.

In

prietor,

A ii'i

penetrating, deep-searching, im-.-i-tibU* curative a*feut.
standing abme, unrivalled -a itlu-ut an ejunl. TH F

Prepared solely bv

SPEER,

i.ivvrn i; &

Ml NILHXT

And now poor sufferer, with the most provoking of all
pains poor human nature is liable t->. fry this remedy, and
if you don't experience immediate relief from pain
if
the nerve is not ulcerated—account me an imposter and
cheat. If, on the contrary, you get relief, manifest your
gratitude to me in telling the fact to your neighbor and
your gratitude to Clod, that lie graciously created the
circumstances to ceveiop this splendid remedy.
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descriptive of the VIltTI'E*. ami the
VICK*, the 91Y8TERIEN, lit I * K It I B: *

and iltK.TlK* of Yew York < il>.
If
you wish to know how Fortunes are ni ole and lost
in a day; how Shrewd Men ar«* ruined in Will
r.-ot;
liovv Countrymen aro Swindled by Sharpers; how .Ministers aud Merchants arc* Blackmailed; Now Dane** Halls
& Concert Saloons are
Managed; how Humbling Houses
oc Lotteries are
conducted; how Stock & Oil Companies
Originate and how the Bubbles Burst, read this work.
It contains over 30 line
Engravings, tells all about ti e
Mysteries and Crimes of New York, and is the Spiciest
and Cheapest work of the kind
published.
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LADY who had suffered for years from Deafness,
Catarrh and Scrofula, was cured by a simple rem! edy.
Her sympathy and gratitude prompts her to send
I the receipts free of charge to any one similarly afflicted.
: Address Mr. M. C. I,., Hoboken', X. J.
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SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
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lu 1 "Ftl Mr. Faraday discovered that two
pieces (d ice placed in contact, froze together. almost instantly.
Mr. Tyndall says:
>ue hot slimmer day 1 entered a shop on
the Strand.
Outlie window fragments of
ice were lying i 1 a hasin. The tradesman
gave me permission to take the piece of ice
'in my hand. He ding the first piece, I attached all ’.lie other pieces in the basin to it.
I lie thermometer was then above sixty degree-, and yet all the pieces were frozen toIn this way Mr. Tyndall formed
gether.
a
ham ol ice.
This experiment may' be
made even in hot water. Throw two pieces nose.
ot ice in a pailftill of almost boiling water,
“There it is, i say,” he went ou. “I had
ki ep them in contact and they will freeze nothin’ agin Old Hickory, but that head
k geiher
despite the high temperature. Mr. hadn’t no business ou the old Constitution.
Faraday made another experiment of the I I’d saw it off agin. Now do your damnsame sort.
He threw into a vessel full of
I ordered the fellow under arrest, aud
water several small pieces of ice.
They
boated on the surface of the water.
The taking my carriage, drove to the White
moment one piece touched another there House, with the mutilated head iu the sack.
was an instantaneous
refreezing. Attrae- Giving it to the servant, I appeared before
i on soon
brought all the pieces in contact, the President, and without saying a word,
so that in an instant an ice chain
was form- j sat the head, on its nose, before him ou the
ed.
j table. He stared at it, and then at me, aud
Aii ice wheel
turning ou a surface of ice, :1 when I explained, he burst into a tit of unretrcezes at the point of contact. Dtiriu" controllable laughter.
the rotation a series of cracks are
“Why, that,” he cried, at length—“why,
heaul,
vhich show the ear that successive refreez- I that is the most infernal graven image 1 eviug is constantly taking place. The phe- er saw. The fellow did perfectly right.
nomenon of
refreezing is easily explained. You’ve got him, you say ; well, give him a
At the surface of a pAee of ice the
kick and my compliments, and tell him to
atoms,
which are no longer in equilibrium ou the saw it off again.'’
outside, tend to leave, their
neighbors, as
A Neat Little Romance.
The Springhappens in boiling or evaporation. Melting field
a little roman ce
epitomises
Republican
ensues.
But if two pieces of ice arc
from the Berkshire hills, of how a beautiful
brought together, the atoms ou the surface
young woman had a very stern parent, who
are restored to their
equilibrium, the at- hated the
young man she loved, even to
tractive action becomes what it was, the
to shoot him if he dared to come
atoms resume their relations with their threatening
near her, and carryiug a loaded pistol for
neighbors, and juxtaposition ensues. In! that
How she could uot leave her
purpose.
consequence of this property ice is endow- I
father’s house, save penniless aud alone, so,
ed with a singular plasticity. A
rope and! on a recent
day, she left on an errand to a
a knot or a buckle
may be made of ice. It
which proved a very long one,
neighbor’s
be
molmled.
The schoolboy who fills
may
for she did not return.
How she walked
i‘i' hands with suow ami
compresses it into
14 miles through the snow, to a vilbravely
a hall,
the
produces
phenomenon of refreezlage whence she took a sleigh for Pittsfield,
ing, and forms an ice-ball sufficiently hard seven
miles more, and there found a tempoto prove a dangerous projectile.
How thence she beckoned by
home.
rary
This explains the extraordinary
rigidity! the telegraph wires to her faithful swain in
of the bridges of suow which are often
New York, who
gladly hastenseen in the
Alps suspended over deep crev- ed to her arms. straightway
How rapidly and happily
ices.
The Alpine guides
by cautiously the
appointments of a wedding were extemwalking on those snowy masses freeze the
the next day ; aud how well two
porized
particles together and transform the snow
troubled, loving hearts, who for three years
iuto ice. If snow be compressed iu
moulds, had warred against adverse fate, saciedly
ice statuettes may be obtained.
Fill a holwedded that night.
And certainly how
low hall with suow.
pressed as hard ns pos-' there never was
a more beautiful bride.
sible, and you may obtain ice balls admi-1
The
alter, she departed with her husralily translucid. Nothing would he easier! band day
aud did uot duplicate her experience
than to dine with a service of moulded
in reaching the town.
But hasn’t she a
snow—plates, glasses, decanters, all of
of trial and triumph to tell her
pretty
story
■mow.
A gentleman in Paris
recently serv- children ?
ed sherry wine to his iriends before a hot
fire in beakers made of snow. Snow comLife bears us on like the stream of a
pressed iu this way does not melt so rapid- mighty river. Our boat first glides down
ly as might be thought. ice requires a the mighty channel, through the playful
great deal of heat before it melts. A layer murmurings of the little brook aud the
of ice often becomes a
protection against winding of its grassy borders. The trees
enhl. If you would prevent
anything sink-1 shed their blossoms over our young beads ;
me to temperature below
thirty-two de- the flowers seem to offer themselves to the
cree.-, during the very severest frosts, we young hands : vv« are happy in hope, and
know you have hut to
wrap it in wet rags. grasp eagerly at the beauties around us,
1 be process of
freezing gives to the envi- but the stream hurries on, aud still our
roning bodies all the beat necessary to des- hands are empty. Our course, in youth and
troy it. The water iu the rags
slowly forms manhood is along a deeper flood, among obmore striking and magnificent.
Wo
small pieces til ice ou the
rag, aod iu the jects
meantime disengages beat, which warms are animated at the enjoyment and intin- object
wrapped in the rags. A tree dustry all around us ; are excited at some
The stream
wrapped iu rags, or in moss saturated with short-lived disappointment.
water, does not freeze even when the ther- bears us on and our joys and griefs are
mometer is several
degrees below the point. alike behind us. We may he shipwrecked,
I ho slowness with which ice melts is
well but not delayed ; whether rough or smooth,
known.
During the winter of 1740 the the river hastens on till the roar of the
C/ar built at St.
Petersburg a magnificent ocean is in our ears, aud the floods are lif
palace oi ice which lasted several years. ed around us, aud we take our leave of
In Siberia the window- have
panes of ice. earth and its inhabitants, until of our voykite remarkable
property with which parti- age there is no witness save the Infinite aud
cle- ot ice are endowed of
moulding them- Lterual. [Bishop He her.
-el\es into different
shapes by re free/i u(r,
easily explains how glaciers make their
narrow gorges, and
! he ice i- broken into
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SIGHTS AND SECRETS
LADIES!-DR. VASSEI H'S lt»:n
TOEDIKS,
certain, harmless, agreeable; warranted
to tail. No, 1—A Sure Prentativc; No. 2—For
!
OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL Removing Monthly Ob-tructious. Circulars free. Ad-

I nder my window, under my window,
e.inmg stealthily over;
Mi rry and clear, the voice 1 hear
» >f each
glad-hearted rover.
Ali sly little Jennie, she steals my roses,
And Maud and Bell twine wreaths and posies,
A
busy as bees in clover.

through

Will color gray hair a permanent black or brown.
Sent by mail for $1.25.
everywhere.
Address WM. PATTOK. Treasurer,

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dk. L. D1X,
\J
y V /" f if failing to cure in less time than nnv
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or lesg exposure to all
weather, with sale and pleasant medicines.

LAZARUS it MORRIS,

THE PATENT MASK; COMB

Itbbcilisemcnts.

the nomads ; the flesh being used as
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
The skin
; food, either fresh or sun-dried.
used as clothing, blankets, and, with the
[is
hair removed, becomes the best material out
of which to manufacture the tents or
A work descriptive of Washington City; its high and
; “tepes,” and the “Jots de vache” is as good
low life; its magnificent public orifices: its hidden mysIn fact, there teries;
fuel as the Indian asks for.
its villain and corruptions; the inside workings
money is squanderis scarcely a manufactured article that the of t ho Government; and showing how
ed ; lio\v public servants perform their trusts; how rings
discover
one
nrelmauaged; how officials are black-mailed ;.liow countermay
aborigine uses but what
feiting is carried on; and all about female lobby memthat some portion of the buffalo lias been bers.
lady clerks, &t\, Jfco. It is finely illustrated; is into cv« rv one interested in discovering what is
valuable
used in the construction of it.
Certainly so caretullv
witlibcld from the people, and is the spicie t,
the redskin must feel something like con- most absorbing, and cheapest book of the day. J^rSend
Address UNITED
for Circulars, with terms, &c.
sternation as he sees the buffalo become year STATES
PUBLISHING CO., Ill Broome Street, New
I by year less plenty.
[Harper’s Magazine. York City.
:

l uder my window, under my window,
All in the midsummer weather,
iirec little pirN with Huttering curls
l irt to and fro together ;
1'here's Bell, with her bonnet of satin sheen,
\»d Maud, with her mantle of silver green,
And Jennie, with the scarlet feather.
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For sale also by
Druggis s genIf your druggist has not
erally.
the Powders, send
nice to

Frot

your money at.

Spence’s address,

as

given above, arid the Powders will
Be forwarded to you, po stpaid, by
return mai 1.
lytv

